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FBI will now
check criminal
background
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With gun shop owners keeping
a skeptical watch, Kentucky
State Police today will hand
over to the FBI the task of
checking the criminal background of anyone wanting to
buy a handgun.
The FBI's checks will expand
in three weeks to include all
Kentuckians who buy, pawn or
repair any gun — including rifles
and shotguns.
On Nov. 30, the five-day federal waiting period to buy handguns will end across the country and be replaced by an
"instant" background check that
in most cases should take a
few minutes In some instances,
however, the check could take
up to three days.
Some gun-shop owners are
worried that glitches in the new
system could hurt sales amid
the holiday buying season.
Tony Roberts, owner of T&T
Outdoors in Hazard, was skeptical that the FBI would be able
to handle the load effectively.
"If I can go in here and in
a matter of 10 minutes get
ahold of the FBI and determine
whether this stranger standing
in front of me is a convicted
felon, that would be a good
thing," he said. "I don't see
that happening."
The FBI has told shop owners that the checks could take
up to three days. "I don't see
that as instant," Roberts said.
Roland Steiner, manager of
the loan office of a Louisville
pawn shop. said he tyorries the
new system will discourage people from pawning weapons
because of delays in the background checks when they get
them back.
"As long as they can make
it work, fine," Steiner said. "I'm
just a little skeptical about their
abilities to do all the checks."
The changes are part of the
1993 Brady Act, which decreed
that a five-day waiting period
for criminal-background checks
of prospective handgun buyers
would end in 1998, when a
nationwide instant check system was to be developed.
The National Instant Check
System, or NICS, will become
operational on Nov. 30. States
had the option of performing
the checks. but 33 states, including Kentucky, decided to let the
FBI do the job.
While Congress has given
more than $200 million to states
to computerize criminal records,
the states would have to hire
clerks or fund their own system upgrades if they wish to
perform the checks.
Kentucky
State
Police
checked on almost 80,000 gun
buyers last year. but the addition of long guns is expected
to triple the number of checks,
said Lt. Mike Smith, commander
of its records section.

WEATHER
Tonight... Becoming breezy
and mild. Showers developing.
Thunderstorms possible. Temperatures steady or slowly rising in the low to mid 60s. South
wind increasing to 15 to 25
mph. Chance of rain 80 percent.
Tuesday...Windy. Showers
and thunderstorms likely...Main.
ly during the morning. High in
the middle 60s but temperatures falling into the 50s during the afternoon. Chance of
rain 70 percent.
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Community plans week of cleaning
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Two events are planned to make
Calloway Countians more aware
of their environment and how they
can keep it clean — now and in
the future.
The first is a first-ever weeklong community cleanup that began
today, ends Saturday and encourages people to pick up litter in
between.

"The main thing we're encouraging ... is for people to clean up
along their roadways," said Rita
Burton, the administrative assistant to Calloway County JudgeExecutive J.D. Williams and one
of the event organizers.
Trash that is collected can be
dropped off at one of six county
fire stations — New Concord, New
Providence, Harris Grove, Lynn

Grove, Almo-Dexter and Faxon.
The trash will be collected next
Monday, Burton said.
Some trash bags will be available on a first-come, first-served
basis at the judge-executive's office
in the courthouse.
Organizers are encouraging
neighbors to band together to tackle their respective areas, especially if they belong to an adopt-a-

highway program.
Members of the Class D felon
program have been cleaning up
along the county's major roadways, such as U.S. 641, Kentucky
121 and Kentucky 94, for about
two weeks, Burton said.

A display will be set up Thursday and Friday in the courthouse
showing of recycled items and a
list of Kentucky businesses that
sell recycled items Thursday and
Friday.
"It's good to recycle ... but we
also need to buy recycled," Burton said.
For more information or to find
out more about the two events,
call 759-3549.

The other event is the national "America Recycles Day," which
will be Sunday.
This year's theme emphasizes
buying recycled products.

EDC offers
loans to Hazel
businesses

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger 8 Times photo
PUTTING THEIR HEARTS INTO IT: Walkers helped raise money for the American Heart Association Saturday during the annual American Heart Walk in Murray State University's Regional Special Events Center.

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Business owners in Hazel now have the opportunity to take advantage of a helping hand - thanks to
the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development
Corporation.
The EDC is expanding its commercial loan fund
to downtown Hazel.
The commercial loan fund helps with up to onethird of a project loan to assist with business improvements and remodeling efforts.
Eligible use of the funds include exterior and interior renovation, general improvement of the storefront.
installation of outdoor landscaping, canopies or other
exterior decoration and repainting, conversion of vacant
space into usable space and new construction.
The EDC has used the fund to assist businesses
in Murray's central business district to improve their
storefronts.
The EDC defined the Hazel Business District as
Main Street and one block on each side.
Dees Bank of Hazel will assist Hazel businesses
with the loan program.
Dwayne Fulkerson, chief executive officer of Dees
Bank. said the bank has already assisted with one
loan.
"We would like to see some more businesses take

• See Page 2

GOP ready to sweep House leadership
WASHINGTON (AP) — Majority Leader Dick Armey is becoming the prime target in the Republicans' scramble to sweep their top
ranks in the House, and Rep. Bob
Livingston appears to have the
edge in the race for speaker.
Two senior Republicans are close
to a decision to join Rep. Steve
Largent, R-Okla., who already is
lining up votes to unseat Armey,
the Texas Republican who holds
the No. 2 job in the House.
In the race for speaker, meanwhile, Livingston flatly predicted
he would have the votes within

days to guarantee a majority of
the 223 incoming House Republicans. But Rep. Christopher Cox.
R-Calif., said more than 90 GOP
colleagues have pledged their support' for him or expressed a willingness to back his candidacy.
Armey, who has come under
criticism for his management of
the GOP's House agenda over the
past two years, is likely to have
multiple opponents when Republican lawmakers caucus on Nov.
18.
Besides Largent, Reps. Jennifer
Dunn of Washington and Dennis

Hastert of Illinois were considering entering the fray, according to
GOP sources who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Hastert is a close ally of Majority Whip Tom DeLay, R-Texas,
who is backing Livingston for
speaker but has been conspicuously silent about the majority
leader's race.
So far, DeLay has escaped the
emerging leadership purge that led
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, RGa., to abandon a run for a third
term as speaker and to announce
he'll give up his House seat next

year.
The race for speaker may come
down to who can dial the phone
fastest, and the 17 incoming House
GOP freshman could provide the
crucial votes toward the 1t2 needed
"Livingston called me yesterday. Chris Cox has not," said Rep.elect Lee Terry of Nebraska. "I
told Bob Livingston that I wanted to at least check out Chris Cox
but that it would be a heck of an
upset for me not to go with Livingston."

As chairman of the powerful
House Appropriations Committee,
Livingston was able to raise millions for his political action committee and donate to Republican
candidates, including Terry.
The Republican leadership battle reached the airwaves Sunday
as candidates to replace Gingrich
and his lieutenants sought support
from colleagues who want the GOP
to show a friendlier and more
effective face.
Momentarily interrupting their

II See Page 2

Patton ready to take on education issue
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton said he plans to appoint
someone soon to lead an initiative to improve early-childhood
education in Kentucky and prepare recommendations on the issue
for the 2000 General Assembly.
Patton would not say whom he
would appoint, although he did

say it would not be his daughter,
Nicki Patton, who is an expert in
child-care training and is executive director of the state Democratic Party.
Patton said the person would
"bring the influence of the governor's office to bear on that subject and to find out what we are

doing and compare that with other
states and come up with a big
plan."
He said his push on the subject will be similar to efforts he's
made regarding the state's highereducation and juvenile-justice systems.
The governor warned that there

Phelps talks about Hester
fire, maintains innocence
BENTON, Ky. (AP) — Lana Phelps
is well aware that life may never be
the same for her and six others charged
in connection with a Murray State University dormitory fire that killed one
student.
But Ms. Phelps insists she had nothing to do with the Sept. 18 fire, and
she doesn't think her friends did either.
She was a criminal justice major
who "had wanted to work with the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, and now, she said, her life
is destroyed. "This is going to follow
us for the rest of our lives," she told
The (Louisville) Courier-Journal.
Ms. Phelps, who is out on bond, is
the first of the accused to publicly tell

her story; the others have declined
interviews. All have pleaded innocent.
Fred McGrath was charged with capital murder and arson, the six others
with lesser charges of complicity.
All seven defendants have tics to
the Murray State Rugby Club. and five
of them are members. Commonwealth's
Attorney Michael Ward said the rugby
players were at a party, hazing a freshman member of the team — "a rookie" — by making prank calls to his
room on the fourth floor of Hester
Hall dormitory.
The defendants say that's all that
happened. But Ward thinks someone took

II See Page 2

might not be much new money
available for all his goals.
"I'm concerned about the availability of new revenue," he said.
"There is some indication that
there may not be a lot of growth
in revenue for the next biennium."
Patton told legislators last month

that the state isn't collecting as
much money as expected, which
could lead to "a major financial
crisis" if the trend continues.
For the first three months of
this fiscal year, which began July
I. state tax revenue grew at 1.7
percent. well under an estimated _
growth rate of 3.4 percent.
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A change ofscenery
Freddie O'Bryan of O'Bryan Irrigation sweeps up (left
photo), then picks up and dumps dirt and shrubbery he
dug up along North 12th Street last week as part of a relandscaping project.
DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo.,
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Hazel man charged with sexual offenses
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times
A Hazel man has been charged
with felony sexual offenses involving a 17-year-old girl who allegedly burglarized his house last week.
Calloway
County
sheriff's
deputies arrested Stanley Dick, 60.
Friday after recovering photographs allegedly showing the girl and
other females, some of them juveniles, nude or semi-nude, according to Sheriff Stan Scott.
Dick remained in the Calloway
County Detention Center without,
bail as of midafternoon Friday,

according to Sheriff Stab Scott.
Dick is charged with use of a
minor in a sexual performance, a
Class A felony, and third-degree
rape and distribution of matter portraying a sexual performance by
a minor, both Class D felonies.
"She actually started having contact with this guy when she was
13," Scott said, adding that she
allegedly was raped at the age of
14.
The arrest stemmed from a report
to the sheriff's department by Dick
that a box containing nearly $10,000
in cash and checks had been taken

from his home Oct. 29.
The girl allegedly took the box
with the help of James D. Long,
18, of Paris, Tenn., who is charged
with theft by unlawful taking more
than $300, a Class D felony.
Long and the girl gave sheriff's deputies directions to the box,
which was recovered Oct. 31 in
a creek near McKenzie, Tenn.,
Scott said.
Deputies have recovered the photos, as well as $5,720 cash, $265
in food stamps and an undetermined amount in checks, Scott
said.

•EDO ...
From Page 1
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chants," Farris said. "I'm pleased
at the results and the EDC recognizing that it takes a combined
effort of the cities and county
working together to achieve our
goals."
Buddy Buckingham is president
of the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation.

advantage of this program," Fulkerson said. "We're really glad to
be tied into the program."
The loan program could be an
exceptional boost for Hazel, whose
economy is _driven by the small
antique shops that dominate Main
Street.
"We're sort of limited in the
direction to go and we got tied
"The Murray-Calloway Ecointo the antique business," Fulk- nomic Development Corporation
erson said. "With projects like this wants to recognize the importance
in the smaller community, it's a of small business and Hazel to
good way to build small commu- the- economy of our community,"
nities. It's a great chance to keep
the community thriving."
Hazel Mayor Dan Farris was
instrumental in working with the
Murray-Calloway EDC.
"The EDC's loan fund will pro- From Page 1
vide a new resource for our merphone campaigning for a parade
the TV talk shows, the
through
MLA:.
GOP contenders differed less on
policy issues than on whether to
work with Democrats next year
1001 WhItnell Dr.
in a narrowly divided House.

Buckingham said. "We are pleased
to expand this program to the merchants of Hazel that have enhanced
our county's growth."
The expansion of the loan program stresses the importance of
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce reaching
Out.
"I'm excited about this," Murray-Calloway County executive vice
president John Williams said. "We
are here to serve the entire county and Hazel is a major part of
it. If you don't believe, go down
,Saturday afternoon."
,
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"This is not just about who is
going to be the next speaker of
the House; it's about the direction of the country," Cox said oi.
CBS' "Face the Nation."
A third House Republican who
was weighing a run for speaker,
Rep. James Talent of Missouri,
threw his support to Livingston.
The 223 GOP members of the
incoming 106th Congress will vote
for their leaders by secret ballot
on Nov. 18. The full House will
elect the speaker when the new
Congress convenes on Jan. 6.
,LiviniSton spoke of -WO-I-king
with Democrats to produce legis-

YES!

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

‘

lation on which a broad majority
can agree.
"I intend to reach out and bring
anybody who wants to together to
formulate the . legislation that we
need," he said on ABC's "This
Week."
Livingston is known to have a
temper and he watched, laughing,
as his viewed a taped excerpt from
a speech during a 1995 budget
debate in which he bellowed, arms
flapping, that Republicans should
"never, never give in." Livingston
said his mother had seen the speech
on television and called to say,
"Hey, you looked like a lunatic.
Don't do that again." He promised he would not.
Livingston's aggressiveness and
rough edges sometimes work in
his favor.
Appearing on NBC's "Meet the
Press," Rep. Lindsey Graham, RN.C., said "Bob Livingston has
told me to my face I was full of
it a couple of times. And nobody
else has done that. And I admire
and respect that."
Cox proposed a cooperative
agreement with the Republicanrun Senate — something seldom
seen under Gingrich — and promised to keep social policy issues
out of basic spending bills, a legislative tactic that often tied the
House in knots.
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From Page 1
the prank further, poured gasoline
on the carpet in the dorm hallwav and started a fire. One stu-

• GOP ...
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JMC ADVISORY COUNCIL — Members of the Murray State University Journalism and Mass
Communications Advisory Council met with JMC students, faculty and staff during their
annual session at the Curris Center in October. (Seated, from left) Amy Wilson, Murray
Ledger and Times; Sandra Wilson, Westvaco; Judy Gargus, Murray Tourism Commission;
Tressa Ross, Murray Cablecom; Maronda Dockery, Sheehy and Associates; Martha Theobald,
Creative Alliance; and LaVira Boyarski, Paducah and Louisville Railway. (Standing, from
left) Dr. Jeanne Scaffela, JMC department chair; Vince Medlock, WKMS-FM; Gene McCutcheon,
Paris (Tenn.) Post-Intelligencer; Ross Meloan, MSU Career Services; Stan Marinoff, MSU
TV 46; Bill Evans, WPSD-TV; Walt Apperson, Murray Ledger and Times; Max Heath, Landmark Community Newspapers; Don Brown, WSIL-TV; Tim Golden, TV 43 and David Wilham, Kupper Parker FSM.
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KENTUCKY
COUNTY MAPS
IN STATE BOOK
A book containing all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 16x22 inch double spread
pages, each county has a separate map
The book contains 136 valuable pages
The Blue Grass State's 69,000 miles of
roads are shown in detail. Towns, cities
and villages are indexed and located,
and there is much additional information
To order Kentucky County Map book,
send $1685 (price includes delivery)
VISA and MasterCard accepted
Make checks payable to
County Maps
N2454 County Road H11
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
(608)666-3331
Other states available. AR, FL, IN.
NC. OH. PA, SC, TN, WI. WV
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in the case, also left at some point
and returned to McDonough's room
on the third floor of Hester, Ms.
Phelps said.
Later in the night, McDonough
called back to the party and told
his friends to stop making prank
because a police officer was
in e lobby asking about a report
of a fire.
In the meantime, Ms. Phelps
drove two people back to their
dorms.
As she approached campus, she
smelled smoke. A few sec-onds
later, she pulled over to let a fire
truck zoom past. As she drew closer to the dorms, she saw the fire
trucks, flashing lights and firefighters rescuing students.
"Right then, I totally flipped
out. I freaked. I was like 'Oh,
my God.' This has really happened. I was thinking about the
phone calls," she said. "Something
is not right. We were joking about
this all night and now it's really
happened."
She quickly drove back to the
party and told everyone that Hester was on fire. The people at the
party headed toward campus to
watch the fire for a while.
Then Ms. Phelps drove back to
the rugby house thinking, "Somebody has taken this a little to far.
Something is seriously wrong here."
When she got there, Ms. Mounce
and McDonough were waiting.
They had walked from campus.
"Both were really shaken, you

dent, Michael Minger, 19, of
Niceville, Fla., died in the acrid
smoke. Another student, Michael
Priddy, of Paducah, was burned
and is still recovering. Neither was
connected with the rugby club.
Ms. Phelps was interviewed Saturday in her lawyer's office, with
her lawyer, Roger Perry, and her
mother, Laura Phelps, sitting beside
her. This is her account of the
evening:
The night of the fire, she and
some friends went to a party at
the home of three rugby players
who are charged in the case: John
"J.J." Haney, Jeremy Baker and
Brian Levine.
During the party, McGrath suggested that they make prank calls
to freshmen on the rugby team.
They made II calls, Ms. Phelps
said. During one of them, someone posed as a dorm official telling
a freshman player the smell of
marijuana was coming from his
room. They told him to come to
the front lobby.
Everyone thought it was "really funny," and they kept replaying tapes they made with the
answering machine and laughing,
she said, smiling as she recalled
their laughter.
Then, they called Ryan Leader,
a freshman who lived on the fourth
floor of Hester, and told him his
door was on fire, she said. Leader
told them to leave him alone, that
he wanted to sleep, Ms. Phelps
said.
At that point, her attorney interrupted the interview, reminding her
that she had told him they referred
to a fire 'because of a previous . MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minblaze in the dorm five days ear- rnesota Gov.-elect Jesse Ventura is
slamming President Clinton for his
lier.
Police have not said if that fire, affair with Monica Lewinsky, not
also an arson, was connected to so much for what he did but
where.
the fatal blaze.
"It's one thing if you want to
After a few of the phone calls,
daily
outside your marriage if you
McGrath left the party, saying that
a motel room, but I have
go
to
he was tired and was going home,
a big problem when it's being
Phelps said.
Melissa Mounce and Michael done right in the White House,
McDonough. who are defendants ' which belongs to us," Ventura said
Sunday on NBC's"Meet the.Press."
"That's not his house. He is
just occupying it. We are the owner,
he is the renter, and I think he

.could really tell. Melissa was sitting there shivering and pale white,
and Michael is sitting there with
a blank expression on his face,"
Ms. Phelps said.
"We asked him what's going
on. He said, 'All I know is we
were about to go to sleep and the
fire alarm went off,' and he said
it was really smoky in the hallway."
Ms. Mounce seemed about to
cry and wanted to stop talking
about the fire, Ms. Phelps said.
It wasn't until the next morning, when she was in her 10:30
math class, that Ms. Phelps learned
someone had died in the fire.
"It kind of took me back for
a few minutes," she said. "This
was pretty serious. I started thinking in the back of my mind: What
if they find those phone calls? ...
How are we going to explain this?"
Police summoned her a couple
of times for questioning. It was
clear, she said, the investigation
was closing in on her and her
friends.
But She voluntarily spoke to
police several times, and she volunteered to take a lie-detector test,
which never occurred. She said
she didn't hire an attorney then
because she knew she was innocent and nothing to hide.
Perry, who was hired as her attorney after her arrest, said he is
certain she is innocent, and there
is no evidence tying her to the
fire.

Ventura takes on
'Meet the Press'
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needs to abide by those rules and
shovt more dignity," Ventura said.
Ventura, a former professional
wrestler who ran on the Reform
Party ticket, shocked the political
establishment by defeating Republican Norm Coleman and Democrat Hubert Humphrey HI in last
week's voting.
Asked about Hillary Rodham
Clinton's visit to the state to campaign for Humphrey, in which she
called Ventura's campaign a
"sideshow," Ventura said maybe
she shouldn't leave Washington so
often.
"Bad things seem to happen
when she leaves, so she'd be better off staying back at the WhiteHouse and taking care of business there, rather than worrying
about politics in Minnesota," he
said.
Ventura said he doesn't plan to
run for president in 2000.
And Ross Perot, who has twice
sought the office on the Reform
Party ticket, should step aside next
time in favor of "fresh blood," he
said.
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John Glenn happy to be back on Earth

STATE BRIEFS
Subcommittee launches probe

SPACE CENTER, Houston(AP)
- John Glenn is back And he's
still NASA's guinea pig.
Up next for the world's oldest
astronaut are three weeks of medical tests at Johnson Space Center related to his mission aboard
the shuttle Discovery. He even had
to climb back into a wired-up
sleep suit Sunday night so that
his post-flight slumber can be compared with how he slept in orbit.
There are more shots, too, and
what he calls bloodletting — he
provided 17 such blood samples
n orbit — before he can return
to his Washington-area home around
Thanksgiving. Even then, he'll have
to undergo monthly muscle and
bone tests for six months.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A congressional subcommittee is
looking into the role of national Teamsters in the 1995 election
of Gov. Paul Patton.
Two Patton aides and two top Kentucky Teamster officials have
been indicted on charges they broke state campaign finance laws.
The congressional subcommittee also wants to know if the
Teamsters' efforts in Kentucky were "a dress rehearsal for what
the AFL-CIO and the Teamsters did in the 1996 election" for
President Clinton and other candidates, said Matt Tallmer, a
spokesman for the subcommittee working under the oversight of
the House Committee on Education and the Workforce.

Residents lend hand to victims
BERRY, Ky. (AP) — Kentuckians with ties to parts of Central
America devastated by Hurricane Mitch have begun work to help
those affected by the storm.
An estimated 10,000 people were killed and hundreds of thousands were left homeless. The region now has to deal with food
shortages and controlling potential outbreaks of diseases such as
cholera and malaria.
Bobby Jones, a tobacco farmer from Harrison County, has a
sister-in-law who runs an orphanage for girls in Honduras. Jones
has never been on an airplane before, but he, his daughter and
four friends will go to the orphanage later this month to help
clean up.
They'll be taking needed food and supplies and spending a
week patching leaks, repairing cars and other tasks.
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But it won't be all work for
Glenn. The city of Houston will
hold a parade to honor the 77year-old and his six crewmates
Wednesday.
More than 1,000 people packed
a Houston airport hangar Sunday
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lessness.
"I was not disoriented, that
would be too strong a word Apr
it. But you're walking very spraddle-legged so you can keep your
balance," he said.
Asked how the mission stacked
up against his history-making ride
in 1962, when he became the first
American in orbit, Glenn said, "I
got great satisfaction the first time
out of just being up there and
being the first one to do this for
our country. And here I am all
these years later."
Saturday's smooth
landing
wrapped up a 3.68 million-mile voyage that took the shuttle around
Earth 134 times. Glenn had been
yearning to go back up since his
first flight on Feb. 20, 1962: NASA
finally gave way in January, clearing him as the first geriatric test
subject in space.
The last time Glenn flew, he
logged a paltry 78,124 miles and
circled Earth three times over five
hours.

He had a message for his generation: -Old folks have ambitions
and dreams, too, like everybody else
and why don't they work for them?
Why don't they go for it? Don't
sit on a couch someplace, that's
my attitude."
Still, Glenn promised there will
be no more space flights ''unless
there's some rising demand that I
go back up again." His wife, Annie,
has put her foot down.
"We've been married a long
time, next April will he 56 years,"
he said. "She's been through an
av.-ful lot. I owe her a little consideration at this point in life. I
think."
Still. Glenn admitted his desire
to return to space might never die.
"Obviously, we'd like to ... go
right hack up again, hut that's not
to he," he said. "And so a sense
of accomplishment I guess I feel
and a little bit of letdown that
the whole thing is over, maybe.
hut nothing serious."

Group wants dog laws enforced

LIVERMORE, Ky. (AP) — There are few entertainment options
for teen-agers in Livermore, so Josh Lott decided to take some
action.
Lott and his friends used to enjoy riding their all-terrain vehicles in the area, but then a police officer told them the area was
off-limits to four-wheelers, he said.
In September, Lott organized Teens in Action, an 11-member
council comprised of students from McLean County High School.
The group's goal is to get a community youth center built in Livermore.
"The city has never really listened to us (teen-agers) before,"
said Lott, 16.
The group, which meets on the first and last Monday of each
month, has created an action plan and a proposal brochure for the
youth center that they presented to the city council in late September.
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to greet the astronauts upon their
arrival from Florida's Kennedy
Space Center. Mayor Lee Brown
told them their mission had
"renewed an American love affair
with space travel."
The astronauts, who seemed
overwhelmed by the show of support, urged Americans to maintain
an interest in the space program
after this mission.
"Do not let the landing ... be
the final chapter in this exciting
adventure about space," said shuttle commander Curtis Brown Jr.
"Instead, let it be the first chapter in a new adventure: the international space station."
Added Glenn: "I wish that every
flight received this same kind of
attention. Each flight deserves it."
Earlier, at his first post-flight
news conference, Glenn said he
was "95 or 98 percent back to
normal," though he admitted he
"didn't feel too hot" when he stood
and walked off the shuttle Saturday after nine days of weight-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new coalition of animal-rights
activists hopes there is strength in
numbers as it pushes for more
stringent enforcement of Kentucky's
dog-control laws.
The Kentucky Coalition for Animal Protection is being formed to
encourage state Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith's office
to crack down on counties that
don't abide by those laws, said
Randy Skaggs, chairman of the

coalition. Skaggs also is founder
of the Trixie Foundation, which
operates a no-kill dog shelter that
houses about 200 dogs in Elliott
County.
"We're asking for bare-minimum
compliance with the law: a real
dog warden, a real dog pound and
humane treatment of unwanted animals," Skaggs said.
About 25 people from central
and eastern Kentucky attended the
coalition's first meeting Oct. 17

in Lexington.
The group's mission marks a
shift in focus for many of its
members, who had mounted local
dog-control crusades.
"People have fought with counties for 50 years now and got no

place." said Bob Calloway, a coalition member who has housed stray
canines in Martin County for more
than eight years and now has nearly 70 dogs. "It will continue to
get worse and worse unless people are to be made responsible."
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Hate Diets 'by Vinegar to Lose Pounds, Inches
No wonder Ms. Galend is smiling. She found an
easy way to lose pounds without pills, diets or
calorie counting. Her secret? The healthy vinegar
plan. "I dropped 30 pounds sofas: it scared me,"
she writes. Just a few tablespoons of vinegar daily
will have you feeling and looking better as you melt
away unhealthy pounds. For FREE information
packet without obligation, write to: The Vinegar
Plan,Dept. FD2663,718-12th St. NW.,Box 24500,
Canton, Ohio 44701. To help us cover printing and
postage.$1 would be appreciated, but not necessary.
httplIwww.trescoinc.cornidiet o t 9.4 Tro F)02 1 3S02
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Two YEARS IN BUSINESS &
BETTER THAN EVER!
• Steak • Crab Legs • Shrimp
• Carribbean & Teriyaki Chicken
• Famous Largo Pizzas
• Catfish & much more!
Hours: 11 a.m.-12 Midnight Mon.-Sat.
13 miles south of Murray, Hwy. 121 S. • 901-232-8323

For a list of
independent
solid waste
haulers call

753-2920
It's the only home we have.
Designed by Ann Taylor - CCHS Senior
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This local home got a
new roof, thanks to a banker.
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Members of the Kentucky Bankers Association take great pride in
improving their communities. That's why. they support programs such as.
Habitat for Humanity by donating money and by actually strapping on a tool': E.:.
belt and pitching in. You'll find Kentuckv bankers donating time and effort:
'
for a wide range of other worthy. causes as well, including Kentucky
Hart est, Clothe-A-Child, and the Kentucky Special Olympics. Because
Kentucky bankers believe in doing everything they can to help build their
communities. And the iwcasional roof.
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Trend difficult to find

FROM OUR READERS
Organizers need
to push message
Dear Editor:
Why is it such a chore for the Murray Alliance
of Concerned Educators (MACE) to organize a
chapter of the American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) union at Murray State University?
There seems to be widespread dissatisfaction
with the president among the faculty. The board
of regents is avoiding the situation, claiming that
the faculty already has a say-so in the way the
university operates. After all, the faculty hires the
deans of the various colleges, maintains a faculty
senate, and even elects a member of the board
itself.
But the deans are no longer an active part of
the decision-making process, the senate is still trying to figure out what should be in the faculty
handbook and the president is buying barns for
the faculty regent. There's probably enough pent
up anger to organize a riot, and all that MACE
seeks is a few folks to plunk down 10 bucks, sign
a card and make an initial commitment to think
about joining AFT.
But three months into this, only 50 out of more
than 300 faculty members have taken the pledge.
There is something wrong with this picture.
There's a fundamental problem with the way
MACE is going about this effort. So far there
have been two open meetings, a mail survey and
a report on the results thereof, a presentation to

the faculty senate, and numerous letters to the editors of the campus and local newspapers. While
these are efficient communication mechanisms, they
are poor organizing tools.
Any good salesman knows that there's no substitute for shoe leather. The only way to get people to join a cause is to persuade them in person,
one-on-one or in small groups.
So far, MACE has not attempted anything like
this. This is not a polite debating society. It is a
power struggle.
Another problem with the organizing effort is
that MACE has not been able to articulate how
AFT would improve the lot of its members and
the faculty as a whole. We apparently know what
the problems are. What are the solutions?
Specifically, what will AFT do to make Murray
State University a better learning environment and
a better place to work? And how will AFT exert
power once it has some? Until actual strategies
and tactics replace platitudes and vague promises,
the union movement is nothing but a gripe session.
Meanwhile among the faculty, anger turns to
apathy as the holidays approach. If Samuel Gompers and John L. Lewis had attempted to organize labor the way MACE is, the United States
would have no unions today.
Dr. Robert Lochte
Associate professor, journalism and mass communication
P.O. Box 9
Murray, KY 42071

Hispanic voters growing force
- At:

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hispanics, reaching for political power
as their numbers grow, sent a clarion call to both political parties
Tuesday: do not take us for granted.
In key states across the country. Hispanics helped elect both
Democrats and Republicans, whoever responded to their concerns.
and their leaders hope politicians
will see them as a key swing vote
as they approach the 2000 presidential election.
"If they expect to get elected,
they better start learning," said
Cecilia Munoz of the National
Council of La Raza, the nation's
largest Hispanic advocacy group.
"The bottom line is, as voters,
we expect to be respected. We
expect to be treated like Americans, which is what we are."
Half of Hispanic voters in Texas.
traditionally Democratic, gave their
support to GOP Gov. George W.
Bush. who made it clear that he
had no interest in the sort of antiimmigrant policies backed by California Republicans.
Helping matters, Bush also
speaks fluent Spanish.
So does his brother, Jeb Bush,
who is married to a MexicanAmerican and was elected governor of Florida, thanks in part to
a strong Hispanic vote.
Meanwhile, in California, Hispanics are still furious at GOP
support for anti-immigrant and
English-only measures, and they
delivered 78 percent of their votes
to Democrat Gray Davis for governor and 70 percent to Democrat Barbara Boxer for Senate, based
on exit polls conducted for The
Associated Press by Voter News
:Serv ice.
• • "If the GOP wants to stay in
::control and move forward, then
they need to sort of follow the
steps taken by Bush — by both
Bushes — to include the Latino
vote," said Lydia Camarillo of the
Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, which worked to
mobilize Hispanic voters in four
states.
Voter registration is growing
among Hispanics as more become
citizens and more become enraged
at anti-immigrant policies.
Hispanics also are becoming an
increasing portion of the electorate
in several key states.
They made up 36 percent of
the electorate this year in New Mexico, 13 percent in California and
16 percent in Texas, for instance.
But the Hispanic community is
not monolithic.
Florida is populated with CubanAmericans, staunch anti-communists who have traditionally backed
Republicans. Yet the Southwest is
home to Mexicans and New York
„attracts Puerto Ricans, who generally favor Democrats.
Hispanics already make up about
10 percent of the U.S. population
: and by 2005 are projected to overtake blacks as the nation's largest
: minority group.

WASHINGTON TODAY

LAURA MECKLER
Associated Press Writer
Nationally% Hispanics made up
Just 5 percent of all voters Tuesday, but that, too, will grow, as
more immigrants become citizens
and are motivated to go to the
polls.
Already, they are a key constituency in certain important states.
Looking ahead to the presidential
contest, they could play a critical
role in places like California, Texas,
New York and Florida, which carry
the largest blocs of electoral votes.
This year, California Democrat
Barbara Boxer lost the white vote,
but was propelled back to the Senate by black and Hispanic voters,
who overwhelmingly supported her.
By contrast. GOP New York
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato captured just
over half of the white vote in his
re-election bid, but overwhelmingly lost among blacks and Hispanics and was defeated.
Seeing the potential, both parties have reached out.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., has hired a Spanish-speaking spokeswoman to communicate
with Spanish-language media.
- Over' the last two years, California Republicans have registered
30,000 new voters at swearing-in
ceremonies for new citizens.
Both Democratic and Republican candidates for California governor ran ads in Spanish for the
first time this year.

Even
staunch conservative
Republican Bob Doman, who
accused Latino voters of outright
fraud in his defeat two years ago
for Congress, sent out a host of
Spanish fliers including one featuring Our Lady of Guadalupe,
the patron saint of the Americas.
He declared himself to be the
"true Latino" candidate because
he opposes abortion — no matter
that his opponent, Rep. Loretta
Sanchez,. actually is Latina. She
won.
It is a perfect illustration of
why simply reaching out the Hispanic community is not enough,
leaders say: Politicians must walk
Athe walk on important issues.
"Outreach is important and outreach is great, but outreach by
itself isn't going to attract voters
if your policies aren't consistent
with what people want," Munoz
said.
"It's pretty hard to make that
case if you're Bob Dornan."
The key is making politicians
pay a price for supporting an antiHispanic agenda, said former Housing Secretary Henry Cisneros, now
president of Univision Television
in Los Angeles.
"Frankly, the effectiveness of
those tools has come to an end,"
he said. "The numbers are now
too large to do it and get away
with it."

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor.
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case
verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published). Letters must not be brief. We reserve
the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit
frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor,
Murray Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray,
KY 42071. They may also be faxed to (502) 7531927.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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FRANKFOR1 Ky. (AP)
Trend.
It's more than the name of an
obscure laundry detergent. It's what
politicians, pundits and soap makers, for that matter, look for. Find
one and you're a Beanie Baby —
or Newt Gingrich in 1994. Miss
one and you're soap-on-a-rope —
or Newt Gingrich in 1998.
If there was a discernible trend
that emerged from last week's voting in Kentucky, it was difficult
to divine. Except, perhaps, that
voters are loath to be packaged
and marketed like so much laundry detergent.
The election outcomes are rife
with contradictions, discrepancies,
puzzles and some just plain confounding results.
Jim Bunning won the U.S. Senate seat, seemingly in keeping with
the recent history of Kentucky sendconservative
increasingly
ing
Republicans to Congress. But how,
then, to explain how Ken Lucas
defeated an _especially conservative Republican, Gex Williams, for
the second most Republican congressional district in the state?
The 4th District has been Republican since 1966, when Gene Snyder finally won the seat for good
and held it until his retirement in
1986, when Bunning took it over.
The difference may be Williams'
brand of heavily religious conservatism. The district was comfortable with Bunning's Catholicism for
12 years. But the Christian Coalition version apparently did not sit
as well. Lucas is a fiscal and
social conservative — his antiabortion record is unassailable,
despite Williams' attempts. The
Republicans in the district may have
fared better with Rick Robinson,
a former Bunning aide who was
defeated by Williams in the pri-

mary.
But if religious conservatism
did not have wide appeal, how
then to explain Ernie Fletcher, a
former lay minister at a primitive
Baptist church? Fletcher played
down his religious side somewhat,
but also chanted the mantra of
family values, personal responsibility, etc., in winning the 6th District race. Dave Armstrong won a
relatively easy victory for mayor
of Louisville, which kept to its
historic Democratic leanings. Jefferson County voters defeated
Democrat Fred Cowan for judgeexecutive, electing Republican
Rebecca Jackson. Cowan was more
in favor of merging the plethora
of governments in Jefferson County while Jackson leaned against
the notion.
Jackson will not be the first
GOPjudge-executive of Kentucky's
largest. She was preceded by Mitch
McConnell, who had his own wins
and losses on election day.
In the state Senate, Democrats
held onto their flimsy 20-18 numerical advantage. That will mean
another consortium government,
accommodating Republicans and
Democrats trying to hold the place
together and avoid legislative anarchy. But there was also a fair
amount of turnover with retirements and primary defeats.
Maybe that is the message, that
voters want a divided government,
where one branch or one party or
one philosophy does not get too

powerful or influential.
But if that is the case, how to
explain the Kentucky House, where
Democrats actually built on their
already overwhelming majority and
now hold 66 of 100 seats. But
the House has always been an
accommodating place, that teeters
on the brink of anarchy on a daily
basis, where philosophies as divergent as the rifle-toting, duel-challenging Ricky Cox can exist alongside black former welfare mother
Eleanor Jordan and the only blows
exchanged are rhetorical.
The only other statewide questions put to voters — besides the
Senate contest — also give little
clue to the vox populi.
The voters endorsed the notion
of property tax cuts — hardly a
surprise — but were willing to
wait an extra year for them by
rejecting annual sessions of the
General Assembly. The latter could
be seen as a self-defense mechanism if nothing else. At the same
time, most incumbent legislators
were re-elected.
The idea that Tuesday's vote
was an endorsement of the status
quo also is flawed. As often as
not, people who are contented do
not vote. And the nearly 1.2 million people who went to the polls
last week made up the largest
turnout ever for an election in
Kentucky in the middle of a presidential term.
The voters spoke; it's just hard
to determine what they said.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader
Cheap electricity is a selling point for industrial recruiters in Kentucky and a nice benefit for
consumers. But we shouldn't expect people in
other states to pay for our cheap power with their
health, which is happening now.
The towering smokestacks of coal-burning power
plants in the Ohio Valley send pollutants drifting
far afield, which is why the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is cracking down on smog-causing nitrogen oxide emissions.
Kentucky is one of 22 states that must reduce
this pollutant by about a third over the next few
years, under a plan announced in September by
EPA head Carol Browner. ...
Kentucky Utilities estimates that installing new
pollution controls to comply with the requirement
will push up electric bills 6 percent.
Across the 22 states, costs are projected at $17
billion over the next 10 years. That expenditure
will buy cleaner air for 138 million people, which
strikes us as a decent deal.
The improvements in air quality won't be confined to northeastern states that complain now of
being hit by pollution from midwestern power
plants. Kentuckians also will be able to breathe
easier.
Smog is especially dangerous to young people
and those who have asthma and other respiratory
problems. It interferes with the production of some
crops and throws a gray shroud over hot summer
days.
EPA officials say the change will save $3.4
billion a year by reducing health costs and improving yields of crops that are sensitive to ozone
pollution.
If that's the case, the crackdown on nitrogen
oxide makes sense economically. But even without the economic incentive, it's the right thing to
do.
Daily News, Bowling Green
Critics said Victory Hill Ministries was depicting the "wrong" message in its Halloween display
at a Bowling Green Mall.
The "right" message, critics declared, was tolerance for homosexuals and abortion.
But that was not the message Victory Hill chose
to deliver in its "Hell House," which drew fire
from such organizations as the Lambda Society, a
gay and lesbian student organization at Western
Kentucky University, and the WKU Women's Coalition.
The Allen County church's warning was about
"sinners" who variously die of AIDS, have an
abortion, commit suicide and cause the deaths of
their wife and daughter while driving drunk.
All of which was pretty scary and uncompromisingly severe stuff.
OK, so "Hell House" was unsophisticated and
was likely to turn off some of the very people
who otherwise might have agreed with its content.
But Jan Garrett, vice president of Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship of Bowling Green, conceded in a Louisville Courier-Journal article that
the church had a right to express its views.

Lambda President Matthew Leffler was quoted
to the effect that the display represents "a political statement from very warp-minded fundamentalists."
But, hey, what is unusual about expressing political views?
No one connected with the Lambda Society can
honestly claim that gay and lesbian organizations
have been timid about pressing their own political agendas.
Victory Hill's message, according to pastor
Nathan Oaks, was that good people can be caught
up in sin and "we have the answer," which is
Jesus Christ.
This hardly seems a message of hate. ...
Critics of the Victory Hill display had a perfect right to say who isn't sinning.
Just as Victory Hill had a perfect right to say
who is.
The Paducah Sun
Officials at Murray State University received a
loud wake-up call, in the form of a survey that
showed many faculty members are unhappy with
their salaries, working conditions and the administration. The widespread dissatisfaction uncovered
by the survey likely will fuel efforts by faculty
members to organize a local chapter of a national teacher's union.
Murray State administrators should be alarmed
to learn that 80 percent of the full-time faculty
members who responded to the survey expressed
serious concerns about matters ranging from salaries
to faculty morale. Most of the respondents reported that they felt they had little influence on university policy and few outlets for voicing their
frustrations.
A point worth noting is that fewer than half
the university's 322 full-time faculty members
returned the surveys. An independent consultant
mailed the questionnaires to the homes of faculty
members in August.
Even so, the response was large enough to present a disturbing snapshot of faculty discontent. ...
A group of faculty members is working to turn
the unhappiness into support for organizing a local
chapter of the American Federation of Teachers.
Faculty members have a right to organize, but we
hope the university administration will deal with
the complaints revealed in the survey effectively
enough to dampen enthusiasm for the union drive.
Under Kentucky law, public employee unions
have little leverage in promoting their agenda.
Government employers don't have to bargain with
union officials, and public employees are barred
from staging strikes.
Given this reality, a fear is that union activity
at Murray State would serve mainly to drive an
even bigger wedge between the faculty and the
administration. Even worse, conflict between union
members and administrators would divert attention
from the university's academic mission, and leave
students the losers. ...
If Murray State officials fail to bridge this gulf,
it's sure to widen, with long-term consequences
that may threaten the university's public standing.
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DEATHS

Lions offer thanks
Dear Editor.
Last week the Murray Lions Club held its annual radio auction. Through the generosity of the people of Murray and Calloway County, we were able to raise $5,800.
This event would not have been such a great success without
the support of our local radio stations, who gave us three nights
of air time, the businesses and individuals who gave us money
or items to be auctioned and those who called in to bid on the
items. To all, thank you.
Last year, the Murray Lions Club spent $7,000 on glasses and
$2,000 on diabetic supplies for people in Murray and Calloway
County residents.
Thank you again for your continuing support of the Murray
Lions Club in its service projects for the community.
Ron Pool
President, Murray Lions Club
803 Sha-Wa Ct.
Murray, KY 42071
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'The Waterboy'tops
weekend box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "The
Waterboy," Adam Sandler's critically panned comedy, easily took
the No. 1 spot at the weekend
box office with $39.1 million in
ticket sales to set a record for a
year-end film debut, estimates
showed.
It earned more than twice as
much as Denzel Washington's political thriller "The Siege" and toppled the "Armageddon" record for
the best debut of a live-action Disney film.
•
Overall, it was another lucrative weekend in what will easily
be a record year at the box office.
The total take for the top dozen
films was up 32 percent over the
same weekend last year.
"Waterboy," produced for just
$19 million, stars Sandler as the
water carrier for a college football team who discovers his own
gridiron talent. It's his second
straight hit, following "The Wedding Singer," which grossed $80.2
million.
Released before the rush of holiday pictures, "Waterboy" shattered
the opening-weekend record for a
November movie, set by Jim Carrey's 1995 "Ace Ventura: When
Nature Calls," which pulled in $37.8
million.
As Disney's biggest live-action
opener, it trumped the $36.1 million that "Armageddon" grossed
over Independence Day weekend
and helped reverse the studio's
slump from flops such as "Mafia"
and "Holy Man."
Depending on final box office
numbers, due out on today, "The
Waterboy" even stood a chance to
beat "The Lion King" as Disney's
biggest opener for any film, liveaction or animated. "Lion King"
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FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
A Special Health Service For Men
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PROSTATE CANCER
• most common cancer in men.
• second leading cause of cancer
death in men.
are usually present in
symptoms
•
early stages.
• can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early!
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The free screening is a quick,
painless blood test and
examination.
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For most people, buying a home is the single biggest
investment they will ever make, and insuring it just makes
good financial sense. But even more important than your
insurance policy is the service you get from your agent. So •
when you're looking for the coverage you need to protect your
investment, give me a call. I'll put my years of experience
and my commitment to personal service to work for
you. After all, your home is your
biggest investment. Doesn't it
GB deserve the best coverage you
OINSURANCE
man
can get?
Your partner in protection

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Intel
Kroger
LG&E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment.
Doesn't It Deserve
Grange Insurance?
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HOG MARKET

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....8958.47 - 16.99

Our services include.
•Local & Long Distance Haulir
•Safe, Secured Storage FaciliN
.24 Hour Emergency Service

Mahlon D. Frizzell
Mahlon D. Frizzell, 84, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Friday, Nov. 6, 1998, at 10:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
•
A retired serviceman for business machines, he was an Air
Force veteran of World War II, and a member of First United
Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 9, 1913, at Birmingham in Marshall County, he was
the son of the late Charles Daniel Frizzell and Tylene Bohannon
Frizzell. One sister, Mrs. Laura Kepner, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Sue Johnson Frizzell,
to whom he was married on Sept. 1, 1941; two sons, Charles
Arden Frizzell, Salida, Colo., and David Allen Frizzell and wife,
Rebecca, Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Mable Johnson, St. Louis,
Mo., and Mrs. Mineola Butler, Paducah; three grandchildren.
Graveside services will be today at 4 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate.
Visitation is now at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.

Mrs. Rubye Irene Culver

5. "Antz," $5.4 million.
6. "Living Out Loud," $4.5 million.
7. "Practical Magic," $4.3 million.
8. "John Carpenter's Vampires,"
$4 million.
9. "Belly," $3.7 million.
10. "Rush Hour," $3.5 million

Sem...

Ms. Charlene Thompson

Ms. Charlene Thompson, 76, Murray, died today Nov. 9, 1998,
at 2:10 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will he in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Rubye Irene Culver, 91, former resident of Dexter, died
Saturday, Nov. 7, 1998, in Florence, Ala.
She was a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church,
Dexter Senior Citizens, and Dexter Homemakers Club.
Her husband, Orbie Culver Sr., died Sept. 4, 1994. Also preceding her in death were one son, Orbie Culver Jr.; two sisters,
Mrs. Grace Curd and Mrs. Alpha Mathis; one infant brother, Herschel Shoemaker. Born Nov. 14, 1906, in Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of the late Scott Winfield Shoemaker and
Nettie Carpenter Shoemaker.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nettie Ernstberger and
husband, Thomas, Murray, and Mrs. Doris Young and husband,
Harold, Florence, Ala.; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Luzirene Ernstberger Culver, Calvert City; three sisters, Mrs. Helen Houser and
Mrs. Virile Ruff and husband, Veron, all of St. Louis, Mo., and
Mrs. Volene Durrwachter and husband, Douglas, Dover, Tenn.
Also surviving are seven grandchildren, Judy Atkerson and husband, Gary, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.; LaNette Coburn and husband,
Steven, Columbus, Miss., Roderick Culver and wife, Carol, Louisville,
Gregory Culver, Calvert City, Stephen Ernstberger and wife, Cathy,
and Michael Ernstberger and wife, Debbie, all of Murray, and
Marsha Ernstberger Prince and husband, Bernie, Memphis, Tenn.;
14 great-grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Don Faulkner, the Rev. Dean
Emerson, and -Michael Ernestberger will officiate.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

collected $40.8 million in its first
weekend of wide release in 1994.
"The Siege," which had been
protested by Arabs who objected
to its portrayal of some Islamic
fundamentalists as terrorists, was
No. 2 with $14.7 million.
"Pleasantville" continued to do
strong business, losing just 14 percent of its audience in the third
week to gross $6 million for third
place.
Last week's No. 1 film, "John
Carpenter's Vampires," plummeted to eighth place with $4 million.
Among limited-release films,
"Elizabeth" was the crown jewel,
opening to $279,000 on nine screens
for a $31,000-per-location average. But the 15th anniversary rerelease of "The Big Chill" left
audiences cold, managing just
$65,000 at 50 sites for a $1,300per-location average.
Here are estimated grosses at
North American theaters for Friday through Sunday as compiled
by Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.:
1. "The Waterboy," $39.1 million.
2. "The Siege," $14.7 million.
3. "Pleasantville," $6 million.
4. "The Wizard of 0i," $5.5

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!
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Mrs. Mayme Lea Alton
Mrs. Mayme Lea Alton, 82, St. Rt. E. 1890, Mayfield, formerly of Hazel, died Saturday, Nov. 7, 1998, at 5:20 p.m. at
Columbia PineLake Hospital, Mayfield.
She was a member of Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Her husband, Leland (Red) Alton, died Oct. 13, 1995, and one
son, Rickard Louis Scarberry, died Jan. 29, 1981. Also preceding
her in death were one brother, L.M. Platt. Born July 23, 1915,
she was the daughter of the late Albert Lee Platt and Roberta
Reynolds Platt.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Roberta Lee Mathis and
husband, Kenneth, Mayfield, and Mrs. Iretta Ann Hancock and
husband, Norman, Puryear, Tenn.; one son, William Lee Scarberry and wife, lo Ann, Murray; seven grandchildren, Billy Scarberry, David Scarberry, Linda Fleeger, Randall Mathis, Lee Ann Mathis, Paul Hancock, and Kimberly Hancock; seven great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Hazel Cemetery. The Rev. Eugene Burkeen will officiate.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 5
p.m. today (Monday).

•Sample our gourmet food & drink items.
•Giveaways/Drawings throughout the day.
•Recipes & decorating ideas for the holiday season
•10% OFF Storewide
•Sugar-Free Chocolates & Candies
•Custom-Made Gift Baskets
•Tins Filled With Homemade Popcorns.
Regular Store Hours:
M-F 9-5 p.m., Sat. 10-2 p.m.
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H.S.Jackson M.D.
Urology Associates
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-9240
MURRAY-C
1-800-599-9240

10th & Arcadia • 753-0921
(across from new city park)
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FRIDAY, NOV. 13
Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide
screenings on Friday, Nov. 13,from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Call Monday through Thursday 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. or Friday 9 a.m to noon for your
appointment.
SATURDAY, NOV. 21
Dr. Steven Trevathan will
provide screenings on Saturday, Nov. 21,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call Monday
through Wednesday or Friday 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. for your appointment.

Steven

PAD.

Trevathan Urology Clink
307 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-7440
OUNTY HOSPRAL
1-800-342-6224
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Technology yields benefits for consumers
By JANE STEELY
Over 20 years ago, John Glenn
was the first American to orbit
the earth.
As the initial U.S. astronaut,
Glenn was the first to eat food in
the weightless environment of space
flight.
Before the flight, experts were
concerned that swallowing food
might be difficult in space.
But Glenn found that once the
food reached his mouth, there was
no problem swallowing.
Foods for the space shuttle have
come a long way since the early
days of flight. Foods are now tested for taste, nutritional value, convenience, storage stability, and food
safety.
A University of Kentucky alumnus, Barbara Landrum Rice, is a
dietitian on the team which helps
plan and evaluate foods for space
flight.
NASA's space shuttle missions
can last one to 30 days for crews
of two to seven astronauts.
A new food system has been
installed on the mid-deck of the
'We personally
install your
floor covering."

orbiter's cabin
The system centers around a
galley and features hot and cold
water dispensers, a pantry, an oven,
and food serving trays. The galley does not have a freezer of
refrigerator.
Meals on the space shuttle can
be prepared in 30 to 60 minutes.
Set up for meal preparation for a
crew of four takes about five minutes.
Heating and reconstitution takes
an additional 20 to 30 minutes.
Foods to be rehydrated have premeasured amounts of hot or cold
water added.
The space shuttle food menu
includes items that are freezedried, dried beverage powders,
rehydratable, and foods in their
natural form, such as nuts, crunch
bars, and cookies.
Foods are packaged in flexible
pouches for rehydration, preparation, and consumption.
At meal time, food containers
are held in a food tray that is
attached to a table, wall, or the
astronaut's lap. Foods can be sea-
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Jeans getting a bit too
tight...Need help?

soned with mustard, catsup, may- hospitals and nursing homes, since
onnaise, hot sauce, and liquefied the weightless conditions affect the
salt and pepper. Following the body in much the same way as
meal, food containers are discard- extended bed rest.
To learn more about food for
ed and utensils and trays cleaned
space flight, visit NASA's Liftoff
with "wet wipes."
The science of space nutrition Academy on the Internet at
http://1iftoff.msfc.nasa.gov/acaderelatively young.
still
is
For the current shuttle mission, my/astronauts/food.html.
As more experience is gained
the nutritional needs of John Glenn,
in his 70s, and others on the crew with foods in space, food systems
who are approximately half his for space travelers will continue
to improve. Certainly John Glenn
age, were taken into account.
New technology developed for will notice an improvement in the
space foods will yield potential food since his first meal in space
benefits for food consumers here over 20 years ago.
Steely is the Calloway County
on earth. Space nutrition research
may also lead to a better under- Extension Agent for Home Ecostanding of the needs of those in nomics.

BIRTHS
Michael Crass and Shawnery Jones of Almo are the parents of a
son, Jordan Paul Crass, born on Thursday, Nov. 5, 1998, at 4:40 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The ball weighed seven pounds five ounces and measured 20
inches. A sister is Morgaen Ann Crass.
Grandparents are June Jones of Almo, Chuck Jones of Murray,
Carolyn and Lyman Lee of Hazel, and Daniel and Rehka Crass of
Fredonia.
Great-grandparents are Leon Henderson and the late Pauline Henderson of Murray, JoAnna Jones of Michigan, Charles Jones and
Jessie McLeod of Shiloh, Evelyn Duncan of Murray, and Howard and
Linda Crass of Kirksey.

Did you know that we
have a health plan to
fit your individual
lifestyle?

for women
'X min. fitness & weight loss centers'

Anthem.41U

Curves Offers...
•It's exclusive Quickfit exercise circuit.
Quickfit allows you to perform aerobic
exercise and strength training
at the same time.
• Women only •Friendly, caring
environment

Get well. Be well, Stay well

Call today. Whether you need individual or senior health care plans.
as a local independent broker in
Kentucky, I can personally help
you find the right benefits package
at a cost you can afford.

JOIN NOW

Benefit Planners
1.4SuRANCE 1/1010

And Get The Rest Of
The Year

Eight ladies bra‘ed the cool
temperature on the morning of
Nov. 3 for the Ladies League at
the Kenlake State Resort Park
Golf Course.
Sue Thetford and Dotty Elliott
were the winners of the blind hole
event and also low putts with a
total of 11 putts for nine holes.
Other members participating in
the events were Evelyn Blivin,
Helen Moores, Freda Elkins, Joan
Clements, Daisy Durham, and Ina
Horton.

Serious Doll Lovers
Annual Pre-Christmas Sale!
Many Dolls Below Cost• Dealers Welcome
Firs Thurs -Sat 10-4, Sun 1-4, MW & Evenings By
Appointment

Independent heenses .(the Blue Cross and Blue Shp,
AAtaonetaon •Repatered wake Blue Crate and Rh.Slueld Aasneatton

121 By-pass North • Murray, Ky.
759-3,400

Kenlake ladies
hold golf play

Cottectibte Treasures

Todd Contri
Charles Walston
305 North Fourth Street
Bus. Ph.:(502) 753-7278

FREE!
1608 Hur

AGENCY

302 4th St., Hazel • 502-492-6206

Soft cut, bold color. Tangtes Nair
Total edge.
&a Nails
Hair today is all about femininity. Layers
of bold color now softened with a
feathery new cut Ask us about Matrix
haircolor. Discover how today's woman
combines softness with edge

"SPECIAL"

'2.00 OFF
Any Salon Service
- With Coupon

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
1
•
magarCani

L V A

513 S. 12th St.
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Special program Tuesday
A special program on "Exploring Drugless, Non-surgical Methods of Healing" will be presented by Dr. Dennis Heskett at his
office at 1703 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass, on Tuesday at 5 p.m. To
reserve a seat in the class call 759-1116.

A household shower for William David and Melissa Lamb whose
home and contents were destroyed by fire on Oct. 24, will be Saturday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist Church.

Oaks ladies plan events
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club. For reservations or cancellations call
Eva Morris at 753-8584. Also other card games will be played
with Linda Pate, 753-1076, as hostess.

Murray ladies plan events
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play bridge on. Wednesday at 9:30 am. at the club. For reservations call Carolyn .Sanning at 767-9633 and leave a -message.

Singles (SOS) meeting Tuesday
Singles Organizational (SOS) Society will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the Senior Citizens Area (back entrance) of the Weaks
Community Center. This will be a birthday potluck for all those
having birthdays in November. The SOS is a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for singles whether divorced,
widowed, or never married. For information call Vicky at 7595395.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North at Robertson Road North, Murray.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday at
11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. Dr. Ruth Cole will present the program. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Sigmas will meet tonight
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
(Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Mitzi Key, guest speaker, will discuss "Decorating for the Holidays." Members are to
bring their extra Quality stamps. The monthly project will be donations for Operation Christmas Project. Hostesses will be Catherine
Sivills, Martha Andrus, Annette Cowan and Stephanie Balmer.

753-4461

Gift Certificates Available
r, 1

MATRIX!

6ridal Registry

99

Courtney Adams & Ryan ‘anoser

UNTIL THE YEAR 2000

On All PFAFF
New & Used
Credit

E selL, &Valc

15% OFF Nov.-Dec.

r r1 1

SEW TODAY WITHOUT PAY

With Approved

MATRIX® & OPI

Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray
759-2369

A special event is planned at the Senior Citizens area of the
Weaks Community Center on Tuesday.
This will be a "Gifts from the Kitchen Class" at 12:30 p.m.
to be led by Jane Steely and Carla Gray for the Calloway
County Extension Service.
Teri Cobb, activities director for the Senior Citizens, urges
all interested persons to attend to learn fun and inexpensive
ways to create gifts from your own kitchen. For more information or to reserve a spot in the class, call 753-0929.

Rt. on Calloway, left on 4th
0-1/2 blocks from Main St.)
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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alVeSelLthe.BestadradServi.cetheiRest"
502-898-7501 - 1-800-599-USEW(8739)
Benton Road, Paducah, KY • Hwy.68 Near 1-24 Exit 16

Rachel Beasley & Jeremy Mayes

FREE Bra-Fitting Clinic
"8 out of 10 women are wearing the wrong size bra."

Are You?
Meet one

Kimberly D0621C1S011& Td Anderson

'eveiv?,
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Tracy Dopey & Richard Fern

15

Special of the Week

Kristina DuSall & Jason Hale

of our fit specialists and find out. We are your store for a complete
selection of styles and name brands.

Jana Herndon & Eddie Ward

right"

Sale

Eisha Lemming & Holmes Paschall
Heather Lennox & Jay Kelso

Thursday, November 12, 1998 • 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday, November 13, 1998 • 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Call 759-1400, ext. 23, to schedule your appointment. Our staff of profession4fitters will be in our Lingerie
Department to provide free consultation and to a.ssist you in finding a comfortable, well-fitting bra.

Dawn Mckenzie & Jeremiah Hall
Amherly Overbey & Tim 10Ufit
Laura Patterson & Brett Burton
Lisa Rexmai & Pete I nderiood

§
5?
.gk

Fragrances & Lotions

20% OFF

phl Shoffner & Heath Ryan

* Drop Ins Welcome *

Terry Sudduth & Benny Garland

•

JCPenney

STYLE"'
YOUR
LOVE
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a m -9 p m - Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m

Amy Greer & Janie Kilpatrick

Lisa Hopkins & Darrell Harris

Lingerie Department
JCPenney • Murray, KY

'Crea

Fr'W‘kg,

Carrie Bell & Jon Whitaker
Heather [Lance', & Brad Bogard

Naze

Bridgette Taylor & Matt Garrison

Plerliporit
Salon Hours
Mon -Fn. 9-8
Sat 9-6 • Sun 1-5

305C S. 12th St.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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Shower planned for couple

Jordan Paul Crass

We're "Downsizing" At...

JO'S DATEBOOK
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Tobacco stripping, grading meeting set
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U.S. Tobacco Company
gives to extension programs

.vhose
e Sat-

United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company Inc. has donated $7,000 to the Calloway County Extension agricultural tobacco
programs of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture in
Murray.
Gary Cadd, vice president of
United States Tobacco Manufacturing _Company, presented the
check to Gerald Claywell, extension agent. The donation will go
toward the Purchase Area Tobacco Farmer Appreciation Dinner and
Summer Twilight Tobacco Tour
sponsored by the agricultural exten-
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sion service.
"We appreciate U.S. Tobacco's
continued support of the Agricultural Extension Service's agriculture educational programs for tobacco farmers in this area," said Claywell.
"An event of this nature provides U.S. Tobacco Manufacturing Company the opportunity to
express our appreciation and to
showcase tobacco producers for
their efforts in producing the finest
leaf grown in the world," Cadd
said.

The Purchase Area Tobacco
Stripping and Grading Meeting will
begin at 6 p.m., Nov. 10 at the
MSU Expo Center.
The meeting is sponsored by
United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company and the University of Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service.
Meetings of this nature are
designed to give area farmers points
on handling the 1998 tobacco crop.
Information is made available to
producers by persons heavily
involved in the industry such as
University of Kentucky Extension
Tobacco Specialist Dr. Bill Maksymowicz. He will discuss the necessity of properly stripping and grading tobacco.
Also on the agenda will be Will
Ed Clark, manager for the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. Clark will enlighten
producers on the overall industry
outlook for tobacco programs in this
area.
Another feature of this educational effort will be to have representatives from an insurance
organization' to give producers
details on how to save money on
insurance premiums for workers'
compensation on migrant employ-

Researcher suggests link between
deformed frogs, ag chemicals

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — increased ultraviolet radiation from
Deformed frogs may be linked to the sun because of a thinning
the use of agricultural chemicals, ozone layer around the Earth.
Also specializing in
Deformed frogs were noticed
a Canadian researcher suggests.
commercial, refrigeration
"From an epidemiological per- • first by schoolchildren in 1995 as
& cooking equipment, '
spective, it's quite obvious that there they studied a farm pond near
dow & mobile home units
southabout
55
miles
Henderson,
is a problem in sites subject to
pesticides," said Martin Ouellet of west of Minneapolis. Finding the
24 hr. Emergency
McGill University in Montreal. He deformities' cause is important
has examined almost 30,000 frogs because scientists believe amphibOwned &
along a 150-mile stretch of the ians may be an early barometer
erated By
753-9911
St. Lawrence River Valley during of environmental problems.
Glenn
930'7 Sta
the past seven years.
Minnesota state scientists hope
Itt..94E
OSsey
Ouellet has noted the associa- Ouellet's new information will aid
ICM03400
Murray
tion between deformed frogs and their studies on frog deformities.
agricultural chemicals in previous
years. But until this year he was
not convinced he had seen enough
evidence to establish a strong link.
"It's not just a small-scale probSpecializing in Dean
lem here now," he said:"it's everyand General Tires
where, everywhere there's an association with pesticides."
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
Scientists internationally have
reported a sharp decline in the
numbers of frogs, toads and sala762-0000
manders in many locations. NumerOwner
ous explanations have been proRonnie Melvin
401 N. 4th St.
posed, including water pollution and
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MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
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GERALD CLAY WELL
Extension Agent
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Sold in this area, at....
MILMAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

BEEF MEETING TONIGHT
The Beef Cattle Production
Meeting will be held Nov. 9 at
the George Weaks Community Center Auditorium. Last week's article dealt with the particulars of
this meeting and promises to be
a very informative occasion. -So
come on out and enjoy this meeting and dinner starting at 6:30
p.m.

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to report a
news tip. you could earn $10!
Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.

For all your heath
cooling needs...

Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

by Dr Bob Salley

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

ees.
Several agri- business organizations will have booths set up at
the meeting to enhance the opportunity even further with industry
information.
Many informative and educational opportunities are available
at this event, as well as a catered
meal and door prizes, so be a part
of the 1998 Stripping and Grading Meeting.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

PET
TALK

Tony Boyd

S.

Always support a rabbit from the
bottom so it's back legs can't kick
out. The kicking out is a defense
mechanism that can luxate the
vertebrae and cause "broken
back," a serious and painful condition.
Deep-chested, large-breed dogs
are prone to gas distention and
even twisting of their stomachs. To
avoid this life-threatening problem,
feed large-breed dogs two smaller
meals rather than one large, and
don't allow vigorous exercise
immediately before or after eating.
.44
If your cat climbs on the roof,
make sure your chimney has a
safety cap on it. Curiosity does kill
cats.
Brought to you as a public service
by the veterinarians who care for
your animals at:

Westside
Veterinary
Service

01
11P1RANCE
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Yourpartner in protection

r.

A spray by a Skunk can severely
irntate the eyes of a dog. Rinse
the eyes thoroughly with a plain
saline eyewash and protect the
eyes with an artificial tear ointment
before
bathing
the
dog
Remember skunks often carry
rabies, so make sure your pet's
rabies vaccine is boostered if it's
sprayed by a skunk.

1271 Robertson Rd. South

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

753-6749

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

A SUBSCRIPTION
THAT'S THE
Friday tin) 13th
Make Friday the 13th
your lucky day by subscribing to or renewing your
paper subscription for one
year only.
Come by our office at
1001 Whitnell Ave. between
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. on
Friday, November 13, 1998
to receive your extra month
FREE!!
Remember....this is a
ONE DAY ONLY offer! You
must renew or subscribe
this day to receive your
FREE month!!

12 Month
Subscription

$°
72

Only

Plus..

13th Month FREE!'
(Applies for local
onlY)

MURRAY

Ledger Times

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 E. Main St.• Murray
753-3361
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CHRISTMAS
*Beautiful Lawn and
Garden Structures by
Amish and Mennonite
Craftsmen
*Porch Rockers
*Bent-wood Hickory
Rockers

,
It'

*Wooden Wagons
*Bird Feeders°
*A Variety of Wooden
Toys
*Rocking Horses.

LIJø

Open Tues.-Wed. 10-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 10-8, Sat. 11-8

for

Quich

110/i(/ay

ONLY 2 LEFT! JUST FOUND

efeanurd

2 New 1998 Kawasaki 300 Deluxe 4-wheelers
Stored at the Nebraska factory. Yes these beautiful
machines were lost in inventory and Kawasaki let
Spencer at Town & Country Kawasaki here in Murray
have them. These 4-wheelers are not stripped but offer
you
1. All racks & hitch.
2. Choice of red or blue.
3. Easy turn diff. lock.
4. Four shock system for
easy ride

.4(

Plus you get a $500.00 discount which means
you pay only $3,995.00.

111FRIGIDAIRE

PS. To rescue yours or get easy financing call Kathy at 753-8078 and
give your standard credit application today!
PPS. If bank approves, you pay $395 down and get a low $95.00
monthly payment.
0 .997 Kowasolo Motor, Cory USA Ka* ION, ow worn

FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER
Model #MDB125

only$299

RACKawasaki
Let the good times roll.

Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!

skitiVeS
SANTA%
SANTA%

Making Spirits Bright
by Peggy Abrams
Available at
305 N. 12th St.
Univ. Square
Murray

E÷A

www.vintagerose.com

9 #067-00715

*10 oz. 100% cotton shell
•1/8 in. foam insulation
•Nylon tricot lining

• Santa Prints
• Holiday Prints
• Collector
Christmas
Ornaments
• Photo Ornaments
& Much More

753-6111

Mon - Sat 10:00 - 5:00

'Tis
The Season„.
Come in
and see
our
great

opore0!or your tak.:yr c.
N•aky:

*•
..*-.*

Call Today!

413 Olive
Blvd.
Murray
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Gift Packet Includes:
UNIFORM
PRIVATE LESSON

Finer Gifts & Registry
111 South 4th Street
On the Court Square
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is the perfect gift...
it lasts a lifetime

Our coffee comes from
the finest arabica beans.
Then they are roasted
to gourmet perfection.
Taste the difference.

Brown Duck Lined
Bib Overall

KAar bar or cal to:TY Sob* Inamam arl 7•3
'
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Martial Arts

coffee,
taste is
everything!
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Coffee Masters ,With

...because taste is everything!
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GALLERY

759-1019

"The Ultimate In Custom Framin,s;"
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SOUTHERN STATES
110 Easy Sycamore • 753-1423
Across from Calloway County Animal Shelter ,

702 N.
12th St.
(JCPenney
Center)
753-4663

SUPERSTORE

13Pay Spa

Mon.-Fri.
10-6
Sat.
10-4

301 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071 •(502) 767-0760
•Massage Therapy • Facials • AVEDATM Products & O1'1
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
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Holland Jewelry School in Selma, Alabama is pie
announce that R. Garth Tidwell, Gold Rush Jewelers, has be
awarded the Doctor of Jewelry Arts diploma. The title is a coveted award only earned after much hard study and practice.. It

MONESSEN
Warm up this
season with a
beautiful fireplace
and gas logs from
Monessen.
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Gas Logs
find Fireplaces

is only conferred upon those graduates who have successfully
completed the prescribed course of study in jewelry repair,
casting and mold making, advanced gem identification, lapidary cutting and polishing and platinum fabrication!

Come In Today For Your Consulation
With 4 Specialist Who Will Examine
Re444
Your Jewelry With Surgical
I
peawiews. .
Precision To Prescribe The Most
Unique Jewelry Design For You! Olympic Plaza•r

"Tit

to
act
Ke

The Perfect Gift!

FflURLW
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
206 E. Main • 753-3361

*Energy Efficient
*Beautiful
Realistic Logs
*Available In
Natural or LP
*Easily Installed
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Racers rally past EIU late 35-21
Fuente's 3 TDs set up
OVC title game vs. TSU
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Justin Bivins (left) ,gets a block from tight end Josh McKeel in the Racers' 35-21 Ohio Valley Conference win at Eastern Illinois Saturday. Bivins Scored on a 60-yard screen pass and finished the day with 40 yards
rushing and 71 receiving to set up an OVC championship game against Tennessee State this Saturday.
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MURRAY ST. 35, E. Illinois 21
Murray St.
3 6 3 23. — 35
CHARLESTON, Ill. -- Eastern E. Illinois
0 7 6 0
— 21
First Quarter
Illinois had controlled Justin Fuente
32, 11:15
and Murray State's passing attack MSU—FG Miller
Second Quarter
through the first three quarters MSU—FG Miller 35, 10:18
EIU—Grace 3 run (Lamer kick). 5:55
Saturday.
Fortunately for the Racers, the MSU—FG Miller 43, 2:17
Third Quarter
fourth quarter was still left.
MSU—FG Miller 36, 12:51
And Fuente made the very most EIU—Grace 1 run (run failed), 3:11
Fourth Quarter
of it.
MSU—Tillrnan 25 pass from Fuente (Linville
MSU rallied from a 13-12 deficit pass from Fuente), 13:05
after three quarters as Fuente passed EIU—Grace 9 run (Willingham run). 7.14
MSU--Elivins 60 pass from Fuente (Fuente
for three touchdowns in the final run),
6:49
period to lead the Racers to.a 35- MSU—Warlield 44 pass from Fuente (Miller
21 Ohio Valley Conference win kick), 3:16
A-2,700.
Saturday.
Fuente finished the game 25 of
MSU
EIU
First downs
19
15
45 for 396 yards to earn OVC
Rushes-yards 30-22
37-132
player of the week honors.
Passing
396
132
But the win sets up a potenComp-Att-Int 25-45-0
16-29-0
Return Yards
5
102
tially much bigger honor for the
Punts-Avg. 5-30.0
9-36.0
Racers. Coupled with Tennessee
Fumbles-Lost 2-2
3-2
State's 42-21 win at Tennessee
Penalties-Yards9-82
6-41
Time
of
Possession29.58
30:02
Tech Saturday, Murray State and
TSU -- both 7-2 overall and 5-1
in the OVC -- will meet SaturINDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
St., Bivins 16-40, Smith 6day at 1 p.m. at Roy Stewart Sta- RUSHING—Murray
12, Fuente 7-1. E. Illinois, Grace 9:28, Lynch
dium for the conference champi- 7-28, Brown 9-16, Butch 12-(minus 7).
PASSING— Murray St., Fuente 25-45-0-396.
onship.
E. Illinois, Buich 16-28-0-132, Witingham 0-1Fuente was quick to share the 0-0.
credit for the game-winning rally, RECEIVING—Murray St., Moore 9-101, Perez
4-60, Warfield 3-62, Boykins 3-61, Tillman 3though.
32, Bivins 2-71, Warren 1-9. E. Illinois, Massat
"Teams with great defenses like 4-42, Smith 4-37, Baker 2-18, Taylor 2-14,
ours get chances," he said, "I was Lynch 2-6, Tosch 1-15. Grace 1-0.
getting frustrated in the first half
because we weren't able to get
But after Eastern Illinois had
the ball in the end zone. It was
taken a 21-20 lead with 7:14 left
a lack of execution; we didn't
in the game, Fuente went to work,
take advantage of our opportunihooking up with Justin Bivins on
ties."
a screen pass that turned into a
Through the first three quarters
60-yard touchdown and with BranSaturday, Murray State's 12 points don Warfield on a 44-yard scorwere supplied on four Greg Miller
ing bomb.
field goals. Miller earned his sec"This was a rewarding win,"
ond straight OVC special teams
player of the week award for his • See Page 2B
performance.

Broncos, 49ers win without star quarterbacks
DENVER (AP) — Bubby Blis- es for 229 yards. San Diego's
ter, who started after John Elway Ryan Leaf completed only 4 of
strained rib muscles during pregame 15 passes for 26 yards with an
warmups, threw two touchdown interception and a sack before
passes as Denver remained unbeat- being replaced by Craig Whelihan
en in nine games with a 27-10 early in the third quarter. The Chargwin over San Diego Sunday.
ers had generated just 49 total
Terrell Davis, the NFL's lead- yards and two first downs to that
ing rusher, was held to 69 yards point.
on 20 carries by a San Diego
49ers 25, Panthers 23
defense that ranked first in total
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Ty
defense and rushing defense. Davis Detmer, subbing for the injured
accounted for two touchdowns, Steve Young, led a drive to set
catching a 4-yard TD pass from up Wade Richey's 46-yard field goal
Brister and running 24 yards for with 33 seconds left, as the 49ers
(7-2)overcame an early 16-0 deficit.
another.
Brister completed 20 of 33 pass- Young was out with a pulled abdom-

-1019
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inal .muscle.
Testaverde, the 1986 Heisman
Panthers blew their big lead.
Detmer, making his first start
Trophy winner who is unbeaten
Jets 34, Bills 12
since joining San Francisco as a
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. in six starts this year, threw for
free agent, threw three intercep- (AP) — Vinny Testaverde, in the 258 yards,-while Flutie(1984 Heistions in the first half and fum- midst of the best streak of his 12- man) passed for only 154.
bled once. But he came back to year career, passed for three touchFalcons 41, Patriots 10
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) —
throw touchdown passes of 36 and downs in New York's 34-12 rout
5 yards to Terrell Owens and a of the Buffalo Bills. The victory, Atlanta jumped to a 14-0 lead
29-yarder to J.J. Stokes.
which snapped the Bills' six-game after six minutes and improved on
Steve Beuerlein, who was 25- winning streak in the series, left its best start ever behind Jamal
of-41 for 265 yards, threw a 20- the Jets (6-3) tied with Miami for Anderson's two touchdowns and
yard touchdown pass to Raghib first place in the AFC East.
'a defense that sacked Drew BledIsmail, Kasay kicked field goals
New York won its fourth straight soe five times and allowed only
•
of 50, 42 and 41 yards and for- thanks to Testaverde's marksman- 18 yards rushing.
mer 49er William Floyd had a 2- ship and a staunch defense that
The Falcons (7-2) began the
yard touchdown run that put Car- clamped down on the elusive Doug day tied for the NFC West lead
olina (1-8) back on top after the Flutie.
with San Francisco and erased any

UK rallies past Miss. St.
Kentucky eligible
for postseason
after 37-35 win;
Couch's thumb OK

Pa

nso
flr

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Throwing with a sprained right
thumb, falling to the turf after
being hit by two defenders, Tim
Couch launched a prayer that
answered the prayers of Kentucky's
fans.
Couch's 6-yard touchdown pass
to a leaping Craig Yeast — which
actually was launched from beyond
Kentucky's 20 — gave Kentucky
a 37-35 win over Mississippi State
and made the Wildcats (6-3, 3-3
Southeastern Conference) bowl-eligible for the first time since 1993.
"I just tried to put some air
under it, to give Craig a chance
to get under it," said Couch, who
played through the first-quarter
sprain, finishing 35-of-45 for 338
yards and two touchdowns.

olt.1.101!fto4ss111010..
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"I had guys on me, but there
was no way I was going to let it
hit the ground," said Yeast, whose
catch and a subsequent extra point
gave the Wildcats a 37-29 lead
with 8:21 left.
Mississippi State (5-3, 3-2) led
by 11 points early in the second
half and got a 209-yard rushing
performance from James Johnson,
the second-best ever at the school.
"The touchdown at the end was
one of those that you, just pull
out of a bag," Mississippi State
coach Jackie Sherrill said. "Craig
Yeast made that play. We had
Couch sacked."
Hal Mumma
The Bulldogs were in Couch's
face almost all night, sacking him followed through on a pass.
three times and hurrying him repeatX-rays on the thumb showed
edly. But they were undone by 13 no break and Couch was expectpenalties for 116 yards and a deter- ed to be able to play against Vanmined Couch. The junior led three derbilt next Saturday.
second-half touchdown drives, hurt
Kentucky's preseason goal was
thumb and all.
a New Year's Day bowl game,
"There was no way I was com- and coach Hal Mumme showed
ing out of the game with a bowl up at his postgame news confergame. on the line," said Couch, ence in one of the team's "Focus:
who said he hurt himself when 1-1-99" T-shirts — a reminder to
he hit the helmet of a blitzing his players that they still have
Mississippi State defender as he Vanderbilt and Tennessee ahead.

"I'm proud of our kids, especially our seniors, and how hard
they worked to get to this point,"
Mumme said.
Several players admitted firsthalf jitters, and said the win lifted the weight of the state's bowl
expectations from their shoulders.
"It's just a great feeling to be
a part of such a great thing, to
go to a bowl," said Derek Homer.
who ran for 130 yards and two
long touchdowns. "This was a
mountain to climb."
"It's satisfying, because I've
been here for four years and this
is the first time we're going bowling," said senior wideout Kevin
Coleman, who had eight catche \
for 103 yards.
There were some last-minute dramatics before Kentucky could celebrate. •
After Yeast's touchdown, the
teams exchanged possessions before
State's freshman quarterback.
Wayne Madkin,led a two-pass drive
that ended in a 43-yard strike to
a diving Kevin Prentiss with 3:31
left.

doubts that they can dominate on
the road against a winning team.
Cowboys 16, Giants 6
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Emmitt
Smith became the Cowboys' career
leading rusher with a 163 yards
and Troy Aikman shook off a
painful finger injury to make two
critical throws for Dallas.
The Cowboys delivered what
could be a fatal blow to the defending champion Giants' chances of
repeating as NFC East champion.
Dallas (6-3) is 5-0 in division
games. The Giants, who lost 317 to Dallas in the third game of
the season, dropped to 3-6.

Tennessee moves
to No. 1 for first
time in 42 years
By TOM SHARP
AP Sports Writer
There's a saying that the higher up the flag pole you get, the
harder the wind blows. Tennessee
coach Phillip Fulmer, who for at
least a week can survey the world
from the very top, just pulls his
hat on tighter and carries on.
"Right now we're just kind of
business as usual, doing the hest
we can to prepare for Arkansas."
Fulmer said Sunday after the Volunteers (8-0) had been elevated
to No. 1 in the Associated Press
poll for the first time in 42 years.
Fulmer said he heard of the
ranking about 2 o'clock Sunday
and admitted there was an urge
to "jump up and down and cheer
and be excited," but insisted he
did "none of the above." '
"The reality is, there's so much
left to be done," he said. begin-

ning with Saturday's visit from
undefeated (8-0), 10th-ranked
Arkansas, followed by the always
dangerous Tim Couch and Kentucky,then the season finale against
cross-state rival Vanderbilt.
But no matter what happens
next, these Vols have already surprised a lot of people.
"I'm really proud of this team.
They've really gone about their
business well to get to this point."
Fulmer said. "Losing the most
decorated player in school history (Peyton Manning), two other
first-round draft picks and five
or six other guys that were in
pro football, and with the schedule we've played, this team has
done some incredible things."
It's also fought through the
loss of its best offensive player,
tailback lama! Lewis, who went
out for the season in the fourth
game.
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State senior tight end Jerome Warren looks for yardage after catching a pass in
the Racers' 35-21 Ohio Valley Conference win at Eastern Illinois Saturday.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times

ERacers...
From Page 1B
Murray State coach Denver Johnson said. -Eastern Illinois was playing inspired. We had to settle for
several field goals earls, but at least
we were getting points.Fuente's passing was especially
crucial to the Racers since they
managed only 22 yards rushing for
the game.
"I was disappointed a little bit in
our rushing game, but Eastern was
packing it in to stop it," Johnson
said."So we really had to ing down
to win this game since it was cold,
it was on the road and the grass out
there was long and that slowed us
down.
"I told our guys before the game

that we would have to take a punch,
but that we would have -to answer
the bell," Johnson added.
Murray State led 9-7 at halftime,
but Eastern, behind the second of
Shaun Grace's three touchdown
runs, owned the 13-12 edge after
three quarters.
The Racers filially reached the
end zone with 13:05 left in the
game as Fuente passed to Terrence
Tillman on a 25-yard score, then
passed to Tim Linville for the twopoint conversion and a 20-13 lead.
Grace's third score of the game
put EIU up 21-20 before Fuente's
final two passes. Bivins broke several tackles on his score and Warfield's touchdown catch came after
Fuente changed the play at the line

BENVEIVTIME
"MIS WEEK...
Open to the public...lunch
with Racer fans and review Mars
Saturday win vs. Eastern Illinois

Sirloin Stockade

DINNER TIME
THURSDAY - 6:30 PM
Weekly Radio Show
Paghal's Restaurant

162-4895

Itring thefitfully
and he port tif
lArnver: Rorer
Radio, ikeeworA
COMIlleni% ain't!

lice rot If NBA
/.340

Racers vs.
Tenn. State
Sat., Nev. 14
1:30 p.m.

FOR TICKET INFO
Good Seats
Available

NEW
IfOliff
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Murray St.
Tenn St.
Mid. Tenn.
E.Illinois
E. Kentucky
Tenn.Tech
SE Missouri
Tenn.-Martin

All
L
W
7
2
7 2
5 4.
5 4
5 4
3 6
3 7
0 9

of scrimmage.
"We had called a screen in the
first half and gotten some yards on
it, but when you get Justin Bivins
in the open field he's pretty good,"
Johnson said. "I thought they had
him tackled and then I got a lot of
assessment of Bivins' abilities.
"When he's in the open field
he's hard to stop," Fuente said.
"Then on Brandon's touchdown
people between me and him and I

didn't see what happened until everybody on our sideline started yelling."
Fuente agreed with Johnson's
catch, when I got to the line I knew
they were coming from the outside.
I wanted to go to the right side but
they covered it up and I was able to
hold it an extra second and I saw
that Brandon had beat his man on
the slant." •
Warfield said the play was set
up simply by eye contact between
he and Fuente.
"The defensive back was playing me close, and since we were on
the wide side of the field I took a
slant and went up the hash," he
said.
Johnson said the win was the result of his players finding a way to

win.
"When you get late in the year
and you're trying to win a championship, you have to avoid losing,"
he said.
Murray State outgained Eastern
Illinois 418-197. Each team lost
two fumbles.
Johnson said he is personally
looking forward to next week's
championship game.
"You couldn't ask for anything
more, for the last game of the season to be for the championship," he
said. "Thank God that's what
we've done. We hope to have a lot
of folks come to it."

Reboileffleciai
MillsCaller

NEW
COACH

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Lamar Carter scored on a 52yard interception run in the
opening minute and set the tone
for Tennessee State's 42-21 victory over Tennessee Tech Saturday.
The defensive end intercepted a Michael Peeples pass to
pace the Tigers (7-2, 5-1 Ohio
Valley Conference).
Peeples shined himself in the
fourth quarter with two touchdown passes. But the damage

Jane Rogers Ins.
(next

to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

CP/2

State Farm Insurance Cornpanies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

was done as Tennessee Tech (36. 2-5) trailed throughout the
game.
Donell Brantley continued
Tennessee State's momentum in
the second quarter with touchdown runs of 1 and 2 yards.
Darrell Hinton had another
key play for the Tigers, recovering a fumble in the third period
and running back 64 yards for
the score.
Peeples was l6-of-21 for 174
yards

*Office Furniture &
*Kitchen Cabinets
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
'Solid Surface Countertops

502-759-9672

NFL STANDINGS
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct.
Miami
6 3 0 .667
N.Y. Jets
6 3 0 .667
Buffalo
5 4 0 .556
New England
5 4 0 .556
1 8 0 .111
Indianapolis

Central
Jacksonville
Pittsburgh
Tennessee
Baltimore
Cincinnati

7 2 0 .778
5 3 0 .625
5 4 0 .556
3 6 0 .333
2 7 0 .222
West
Denver
9 0 01.000
Oakland
6 3 0 .667
Seattle
5 4 0 .556
Kansas City
4 5 0 .444
San Diego
3 6 0 .333
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct.
Dallas
6 3 0 .667
Arizona
5 4 0 .556
N V Giants
3 6 0 .333

•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
••liar monie Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion

7:30

FINAL EXHIBITION TUNE-UP

RACERS SEASON STARTS
Murray State
University

Central
8 1
0 889
6 2 0 75Ci
4 5 0 444
3 6 0 333
2 7 0 222
West
Atlanta
7 2 0 778
San Francisco
7 2 0 778
New Orleans
4 5 0 444
St. Louis
3 6 0 333
Carolina
1
8 0 111
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 41, New England 10
Jacksonville 24, Cincinnati 11
Philadelphia 10, Detroit 9
Miami 27, Indianapolis 14
Minnesota 31, New Orleans 24
Dallas 16, New York Giants 6
Baltimore 13, Oakland 10
St. Louis 20, Chicago 12
San Francisco 25, Carolina 23
Arizona 29, Washington 27
New York Jets 34, Buffalo 12
Seattle 24, Kansas City 12
Denver 27, San Diego 10
Tennessee 31. Tampa Bay 2.2
Monday's Game
Green Bay at Pittsburgh. 7:20 p.m

and —

304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Suiter
al OA

e)(
If
1°4

Bletteh
Malty

World Class
Nlen's Club
sine
LimouAvailable
Packages
passengers
includes (up to 7 CoverChampagne,
Roundtrip
Charge &

Miss Nude Galaxy '98
Too many credits to list
Nov. 11th thru 15th

00

!TT=
6 PM 1IPOFF

762-4895 FOR TIX - Good Seats Available

222
111

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

State Auto
Insurance

Haverstock

Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

0
0

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Dollies Presents

WORLDWIDE
BASKETBALL

7
8

Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Chicago
Detroit

any better than
we can!

MEW* itiflA

pAcERs

2
1

AUTO

301 Andrus Drive • Murray

in-home, hotel or office kr appointment.

Mt

Philadelphia
Washington

Nobody can protect your

Alliurram

Piffling, Rming,

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Murray State quarterback Justin
Fuente's three fourth-quarter
touchdown passes on Saturday
earned him Ohio Valley Conference offensive player of the
week honors.
Fuente completed 25-of-45
passes as Murray State defeated Eastern Illinois 35-21.
Murray State kicker Greg
Miller's four field goals earned
him special teams player of the
week honors.

"See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Custom Cabinets
9 Woodworking

NEW

MSU's Puente,
Miller earn
OVC honors

- SCOREBOARD

Tennessee State
downs Tech 42-21

LUNCH TIME
TUESDAY-NOON
Racer Club

OVC Standings
OVC
L
W
5 1
5
1
5 2
3 2
3 3
2 5
2 5
0 6

phot,

Murray State senior defensive lineman Marcus Stepp pressures Eastern Illinois quarterback Anthony Buich late in the Racers' win Saturday.

8 p.m.• 10 p.m.• 12 p.m

211 S. 12th St.

Murray, KY

753-3415

TIRES
TIRES
TIRES
TIRES
TIRES

Warehouse
= Tire =
400 Industrial Rd.
763-1111

IE....1 18& up in;
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL-

AD RA
WWDAWLTF

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

Displas
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(45.5 A•is Mau Run Wighssi C D••• PerioJ

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Sehirday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide>
Line Ads $6 O)minsasum I si day eu per word per day for eb.h addloonal •ONE& al Ye do
1,, Guide( $2 Memo 101 PI trwl
r (Tues. Claassiteds
$200emu for
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YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fidusix
within
ciary
months of date of
qualification.

Estate of: Clarence
Jacob Rohwedder, 101
S. 14th St., Murray,
KY 42071; Fiduciary:
Eileen G. Gruber, P.O.
Box 447, Bryantown,
MD 20617; Appointed:
11-04-98; 98-P-00279;
Attorney: Stephen C.
Sanders, 104-A, North
Seventh St., Murray,
KY 42071.

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center,
502-753-5323

A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in
Calloway CONSIDERING Abortion?
District Court by Max Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
W. Parker, executor of I, Larry Tabers am no lonthe estate of Florence ger responsible for any
Zane
Holcomb, bills other than my own.
deceased.
LP Gas Refills
Exceptions to this Lowest price in town. B&B
settlement must be Broker's. 701 South 12th
filed in the Calloway Street. 753-4389.
County
District MACHINE Quilting. ReguCouart on or before lar size, $31.50. Murray
Sewing Center. 753-5323.
Nov. 25, 1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL
"We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment. 604 South
12th St. Murray, (Inside
Walter's Pharmacy).
753-7565.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Estate of: Velda K.
Reynolds, 600 Third
St., Hazel, KY 42049;
Fiduciary: Bobbie A.
Smith, P.O. 819,
Monteagle, TN 37356;
Appointed: 11-04-98;
98-P-00270; Attorney:
Gerald Bell, 211 South
12th St., P.O. Box
1075, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Roy V. Kirk,
2120 Gatesborough
Circle, Murray, KY
Fiduciary:
42071;
Janet B. Kirk, 2120
Gatesborough Circle,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: 11-04-98;
98-P-00281; Attorney:
Sid Easley, 204 South
Sixth St., Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Voris C.
Wells, 2797 St. Rt.
94W., Murray, KY
42071; Fiduciary: Sue
H. Wells, 2797 St. Rt.
94W., Murray, KY
42071; 98-P-00260;
Appointed: 10-28-98;
No attorney involved.

Miss Your
Paper?

Call 753,1916

OTR DRIVERS

LOST cat approx. 11,2yrs
old. Resembles Siamese,
tan w/dark markings. Lost
in Fox Meadows. Childs
pet. 753-7731.
060
Help *anted

Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim service'

AVON
Earn extra money for
Christmas now'
1-888-669-6820.
Ind/S1s/Rep.

Deli Help Needed
Part time & full time.
Apply at Owens Food
Market. Main Street,
Murray.
No phone calls please.

"STOP"

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Sales
Rental and

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

Crass Furniture
_Annual _Y`inniveriary Celeiralion
* It Only Happens Once A Year *
November 9-15 Extended Hours

Come See What You've Been Missing

Don't forget to register to win a
$100 gift certificate!
Free Financing
REGISTER TO WIN...REGISTER TO WIN...
PUBLIC NOTICE

The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
public hearing on Tuesday, November 17,
1998 at 7:00 p.m. in the council chambers at
city hall to set zoning for the following three
tracts of land that is in the process of being
annexed:
1. A 3.5525 acre tract of land owned by Bruce
Green located on Martin Chapel Road to be
zoned R-2 (Single Family Residential).
2. A 16.8029 acre tract of land owned by Paul
Garland located on Utter Back Road to be
zoned B-2(Highway Business).
3. A 1.5 acre tract of land owned by Carl
Barrett located at 863 Poor Farm Road to be
zoned B-2(Highway Business).
All interested person are invited to attend
and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.
John Peck, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Linda Macha, Planning Supervisor
Planning & Engineering

•

No Problem!
Call the

ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser

WE OFFER:

Computer Repair, Upgrade, Training
& Installation

.$38.000 per year aver
'Excellent Benefits
•Paid Holidays
•I Week Paid Vacation
in 6 mo.
.2 Weeks in a Year
'Company Paid Pension
Plan
.401K, Safety Bonus
*Late Model Equipmerr
'Home Weekends and
During Week

-2 years experience in
last 5 years

Jerry McConnell

Lisa

Special Price

•(502) 759-8662 •(502)853-3967

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor

Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount
For Appointment Phone
(502)767-0508
UI

Need Furniture? Bedding?

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
For company providing
services to people with
MR/DD. Qualifications in2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
clude: BS in Human Serv(across from Memorial Gardens)
ices (I.E., Psychology, SoOpen Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
ciology, Social Work, Special Education); supervisoWith 12, 24 or 36 month financing
ry. experience; and 1 yr exFree Delivery • 753-4566
perience working with individuals
MR/DD.
with
EOE/M/F/DN. Send re- 0ar3
clE1
sumes to: Ms. Peller,
"D
Community Alternatives,
Kentucky, PO Box 39,
Located 9 miles north of Murray on Old 641.
Symsonia,
Kentucky
Open Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m.-9 .m.
42082.

Wiggins Furniture

‘3 The Shed Cafe
.0
,
JVC5

LOCAL Independent pharmacy needing full or part
time help. Must be mature
and responsible and able
to work mornings Experience helpful but not necessary. Send resume to
PO Box 1040-0. Murray.
KY 42071.
NURSES Aide or Nursing
Assistant needed for busy
physician's office. Must
possess strong computer
& office skills. This position
will be part-time. approx
12-16hrs per week. Must
be available to work
Mon-Wed
9:30am-2pm
Send resume to: PO Box
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071
NURSES Aide, Full- time.
11pm- 7am. Variety of duties. Must enjoy working
with the elderly Good
working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Prefer ex
perience. but will train Ap
ply in person. Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE

WANT ADS
WORK

Sat. 7 a.m.-Midnight

Maldigi ttIC3 PAL
6maday 13

LIV3 &IA

Featuring fish, plate lunches, grill,famous
C.

for bean rolls and Sonny burgers.

a

For more information call 437-4568

EP

Cs
LI E

brinutuo,
Come see what you've been missing

•A

Mattress sets starting at $169.00,

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Register For Classes Now!
Offering CheeHeading
Classes
Beginners-Advanced For
Boys & Girls Ages 3 & Up

Domestic a

Call now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride

Childcare

87-A Spruce St.. Murray • 502-759-2355

070

afte
&
CHILDCARE
school drop offs available.
Meals, snacks included.
Alrno area 753-9077.
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSE Cleaning Service.
Reliable & reasonable
rates & references. Call
759-3768
NEED someone to care for
2yr old from 5pm-8pm, 2-3
days a week. Phone
753-7254.
WILL clean houses & offices. Experienced & reliable. Reasonable rates
Refs. Call 492-8596.

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

ALPINE,
)ocidordrosciaio.

clarion'
V'

aCla 441LP

•

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD. YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career° Do you want to earn $50K+ per year'
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none'? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere. self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Cat for directions if needed No resume please
I hire people, not paper E 0,E

IMMEDIAIT
AVAILABLE

POSITION

103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
753-3621
Quality Bedding at affordable prices

COOKWARE
CLEARANCE!
We stopped doing dinner
parties after 30 years'
Have a few beautiful new
17pc sets left! 7 ply! Waterless! Was $1,500, now
$3941 $69 bonus'
800-434-4628
FOR SALE - Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
GOLD couch, $50.
753-9747, leave message.
KNIGHT automatic wood
or coal burning stove. 7535677, 753-1140.
LARGE warm Morning gas
stove. $125. 753-5193.

McB rides Gymnastic
Academy

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager.
We offer competitive pay,
health
comprehensive
benefits, along with a fine
working environment. Apply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

CATERER at Murray State
University. Part-time position (up to 32 hours per
week) with partial benefits
package. One year of experience in commercial
food preparation required,
years experience
two
which includes catering
preferred. Must be willing
to work odd hours with
some weekend work required. Must be patron-oriented and courteous. Salary $6.15 per hour. Apply
at: Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY
42071. An EEO, M/F/D,
AA employer.

AUTOMATIC wood burning stove, $100 obo.
435-4190.
BEAUTIFUL large 9ft. artificial Scandinavian Christmas tree. $80. 753-3445
after 3pm.

A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
•Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
•Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

kik*
Fors)*

Wardle Buy

PART- time 15,hours plus
per week. Home repair experience helpful.
759-4599.

1709 College Farm Rd ; Murray, KY 4207'

-Minimum 23 years of
age
'Good Driving Record
'Pass DOT
Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-7828759. Ask for Mike or
Keith.

150

140

NURSES Aide, PRN work SMALL acreage with or
as needed/ all shifts. Not a without dwelling Cherry
full time job. Must be flexi- Corner- New Providence
ble & dependable. Prefer area.
753-0907
Call
experience, but will train Please leave message.
mature person who enjoys
150
working with the elderly.
Atticiee
Pleasant
atmosphere,
Fat
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Ter- ASSORTED baby angel
race Lodge, 1505 Stadium fish for sale. Call 759-0428
View Dr. EOE.
between 5pm-9pm, M-F.

Crossed Wires?

Drivers

WE REQUIRE:

Hazel
of:
Estate
ALTERATIONS
Thelma Kimbro, 556
Ruth's See & Sew
Key Dr., Hazel, KY
753-6981
Fiduciary: APPLICATIONS for Depu42049;
Shirley Evetts, 563 ty Jailer, (21yrs+ and
McClain Levee Rd., GED) and cook (21yrs+).
Dukedom, TN 38226; Are available at the CalloAppointed: 11-04-98; way County Judge's office.
98-P-00277; Attorney: BIBLE message 759-5177.
J. William Phillips,
104 N. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Priscilla
Meloche
Marie
Rohwedder, 101 S.
14th St., Murray, KY
Fiduciary:
42071;
Eileen G. Gruber, P.O.
Box 447, Bryantown,
MD 20617; 98-P00280; Appointed: 11Attorney:
04-98;
Stephen C. Sanders,
104-A N. Seventh St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
StO Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

GETIOSOLD

LEGAL NOTICE

ff1Mni1;1[01=E

I St.

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Legal
Rollo

REGISTER TO WIN...REGISTER TO WIN...

, low
)rvide

ADJUSTMENTS

010

Up!
Nona

Estate of: Kathleen
Evans Perry, 1889
Douglas Rd., Murray,
KY 42071; Fiduciary:
Thomas R. Perry, 1889
Douglas Rd., Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
11-04-98; 98-P-00275;
Attorney: Jeff Roberts,
509 Main St., Murray,
KY 42071.

.222
111

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

Computers
A computer provides enoyment all year and for
years to come Nothing
down and no payments
until 1999 on a new computer for Christmas now at
Hawkins Research, Inc
Used
computers also
available- 1304 Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky
502-753-7001
130
For Sole
or Trade
WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10 Call 759-5339,
after 6pm

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for GI. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly.
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whilnell Aye., Murray, KY 42071

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
POSITION
ADVERTISEMENT
President's
EDITOR AND WRITER,
Office, Murray State University.
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree
required. Must have excellent writing skills
and experience meeting publication deadlines. Experience as a journalist and/or editor is desirable. RESPONSIBILITIES:
Write, edit and be responsible for the publication of a bi-weekly (or monthly) newsletter
from the President's Office to the faculty and
staff of Murray State University. SALARY:
$30,000-$40,000. TO APPLY: Send letter of
application, resume, sample of writing and
names and addresses of three references to:
Ms. Sandra Rogers, Assistant to the
President, Murray State University, P.0, Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D; AA
employer.

.sitiK•O'f•4'

v

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

4B

Arttc,Itts
For Sete

Mobile Noose For Sale

LEER topper, red, tits
Dodge Dakota extended
oab, 64X80. Good condition $350 obo Call 474E1340 after 6pm. Please
leave message.
NEW Dynaglo Convection
Kerosene Heater 22300
STU, $85 437-4085.
OAK 3x8tt old country
Store counter, makes a
'teat kitchen island or
snack bar. Nice 1920's or
1930's walnut bedroom
Suit Old light oak hutch
!ii4th glass doors. Old waltSit day bed, good shape
C•ait 437-4319 or 4374616 night
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
SY MSONICS drum set
with baffle, $275. Solid oak
bunk- bed with mattress,
$350 -753-5859

1991
16X80 BUCCANEER One owner, 3br,
full baths, built in stereo,
refrigerator, stove, central
hia Ciovered front porch &
back 1 deck. Must be
moved 753-3970
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Reflections, Ltd 3br, 2
bath, immaculate condition Assumable mortgage
753-8010

14x8t., 2BR concrete drive
Water & trash pickup
$350 deposit 492-8488

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9

Apartments For Root

1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109.
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR unfurnished, 2 blocks
MSU, all ages welcome.
Low income, must quality.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 436-5685.
1BR, furnished, very nice,
2 blocks MSU. No pets,
deposit, references.
436-5685.
2 BEDROOM Duplex, central heat & air, wood stove,
furnished.
appliances
$375/mo. 759-1848.
2BR & bath, central h/a,
w/d hook-up. 365/mo plus
deposit. 753-4640.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
2BR duplex apartment
near MSU. Quiet neighborhood. $300/mo. Lease and
deposit required. No pets.
Call 753-5421 after 5pm.
2BR duplex apt on quiet
dead-end street. 913 Story
Ave. Central gas hia, appliances furnished. Lease
& deposit required. No
pets. 753-7185.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.
2BR upstairs apt, water &
garbage paid. $250/mo
plus deposit. Call 7538355 between 8am-5pm
M-F.

753-5585

STORAGE

Office Space

1-800-909-9064

- • Mums
:0 Mulch
.• Grass Seed

• Bulbs

If •

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

'One Strop Shoppmg .'

rhvner

Available
6days • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Call 767-0931 or
- 414-0931

SMALL apartment and
sleeping room Block from
University 759-4826
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.
111100101Fer Real

Vathan N

Free
Pickup
and
Delivery

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

15.00 Off New Customers

HAY for sale Approxirnatley 225 rolls 1997 and
1998 crop. Mixed hay,
$15.00/roll. Dan Galloway
753-0649, 6-10pm Pager
742-4419, anytime
HAY square bales $2 00,
round bales last years
$1000.this years $2000.
Picked up 753-5940 or
436-5946
Real Estate

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
AKC Chinese Pugs. Will
deliver. 502-355-2866.

753-3853

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
MALE Maltese puppies. 2
male Cockek Spaniel puppies. 1 male Pomeranian.
11/2yrs old. 382-2120.

„, HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds
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(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
SAT., NOV. 21ST AT 10:00 A.M.
mem- is. ivfein%- zadwiLP 1111111-11-1E11
NEAR LYNNVILLE, KY
15 Miles W W Murray • 13 Miles S Of Mayfield
From Lynnville At The Jct Of Hwy 94 8, Hwy 381,
Take Hwy 94 East 2 Mile To Swan Rd , Proceed
On East 1 4 Miles To Canter Pit Rd., Proceed
South 2 Mole To Property Signs Posted',
'A 77CPIV •'
,
I:, L 4:,C
`-'.04 VEFt V G04::

82 ACFRES
In 2 Tracts & Combination

TRACT 1 - 49.669 ACRES
TRACT 2 - 32.512 ACRES
ACCESSIBLE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS!!
A Fine South Graves Farm!
Productive Bottom Farmland!
HEAL ESTATE TERMS
15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
127 LBS OF BURLEY TOBACCO POUNDAGE
.35 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
.83 ACRES OF AIR CURED TOBACCO BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 1999 SEASON - FSA FARM #6838
AMOUNTS INDICATED ARE THE 1998 QUOTA
7CBACOC EASE M,,ST BE PAL FOP IN FUL. SALE DAY
BUYER MUST MEET GRAVES CO FSA REQUIREMENTS & STIPULATIONS'

JAMES R. CASH
774 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
g% FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466
km

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are, thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous
and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
RffSTAURANT in Kirksey,
KY for sale. Equipment included. Attachid 2br, 2
bath apartment7One acre
of land. Call for appointment. 502-489-2126 or
502-489-2090.
440

All Size Units
Available

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.

FURNISHED Lake Fron
Rent
For
Cottage
$250/mo, Justice Cente
area Office Space available, utilities furnished,
$195/mo: 2 Bedroom
home for sale $36.500,
Houseboat for sale or
trade; Call Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Realty.
767-9900

THE SELLING

MACHINE" hRC

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVA17ONSI
SAT. NOV. 21ST AT 1:00 P. M.
Mildred Robertson Newton Property
Murray, Kentucky
At -Tile Corner CDI
Johnny Robertson Road
Arid 1-iighvvaly 94 West
Murray's Southwest City Limit Edge!!

Lots For Sate
1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
rom town. City water, cablevision now & gas soon.
Land/ home
package
available. 502-437-4838.
100X175 LOT on Fleetwood Dr. in Campbell Estates. Some trees-. ideal lot
for house with walk-out
basement. Call 753-3903.
BUILDABLE lot in Southwest Villa Subdivision. Private owner. 1-800-4268135 (Pin-00).
NEW sub. in north Murray,
White Eagle, 3/4 acres. A
lot starting at $8,000.
901-498-8921.
RESIDENTIAL building lot.
Ideal location in town,
1617 The Lane. Call between 7-9pm 759-1980.,
TREE covered lot on
deadend street in Sherwood Forest. All city utilities. $12,750. 753-9317.
16.5 ACRES with 1995
16x80 3br, 2 bath mobile
home. Large barn with
workshop, fenced for horses. 8 miles north of Murray. $62,500. 753-0736

1BR house, appliances
furnished No pets 7530728 after 4pm
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109

BY Owner 4.000 s f
house on 3 lots (approx 1
acre) 10 rooms total, 4br,
31/2 baths, large entertainmenV TV room, den, 2 fire
places, wood deck, many
upgrades, gazebo/ hot tub
Asking $199,000 Will con
sider trade of smaller
house (1500-2000 s f
753-4882

2BR
11 /2 bath, brick
house Central h/a, fireplace with gas logs, fully
landscaped, newly remodeled
32X32 masonry
block building Small 1 car
garage, 5 acre wooded lot.
Call after 5pm, 435-4014.
3BR. 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
4 YEARS old, large lot.
753-6725.
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom,
2 bath, 2,160 sq ft_ brick
home. Hardwood floors,
large rooms, large closets.
Stove, refrigerator, dish
washer, countertops new,
1995. Newly landscaped,
painted, 1998. Priced in
the $90's. A MUST SEE!
Call 767-0735.
CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area. Corn
lust cut. Ready for wheat.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds.
435-4602, 559-8510.

Peoples Bank of
Murray will accept
bids

on

a

1995

Suzuki model RF
600
RS.
1996
Polaris Sportsman
4x4,
1991

4-wheeler,
Harley

Davidson
XLH
Sportster,
883
includes
accessories. Until Nov.

CHARMING 3br, brick,
newly remodeled, ceiling
fans, fireplace, French
doors, patio, carport, Berber carpet. On 3+ acres
with pole barn_ Storage
building fenced ready for
horses. 6 miles out 121
north, 2 miles off main
hwy. Call 489-2550.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
utilities, large garage.
Priced in $30's. 759-4826.

14th, 1998. For
details contact
Ross
Wilder,
Peoples Bank of
Murray,
767-2265.

1998 BIG Bear 4X4 with
winch $4500 759-1519

GOOD LOCATION Perfect
1998 KAWASAKI 300 4house for retirement or
wheeler, few months old.
first home. 3br, 2 bath,
489-2018
completely redecorated.
New paint, new carpet
It Utility Vehicles
throughout. New roof, gutters, aluminum trim windows, bathroom fixtures
with jacuzzi. Two many
updates to list. $105,000.
Call Billy for more details.
1992 Ford Explorer
Kopperud Realty
Eddie Bauer Edition.
753-1222.
Black w/tan leather
NEED MORE ROOM- 5br,
interior, all power,
31/2 bath, spacious kitchen, formal living room, dinam/fm cassette & CD
ing room, family room with
player
w/changer
fireplace boi4pases on (factory), many other
each side. Newly painted
options. 82,xxx miles,
inside and out. All new
excellent condition
carpet. Ready to move in.
Serious
$12,200.
Quality built home with all
inquiries only.
amenities. Kopperud Realty 753-1222. Ask for Billy.
474-870-4
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
4 & 8 p.m.
nice area. Must sell, 80's.
753-3312, day. 759.9381.
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
NICE country home, 3br, 2
p/w, p/), cruise, tilt, 4dr,
bath, large rooms, garage
good condition. $7,450.
with 32X40 block shop. On
753-4445.
2.5 acres. Call after 5pm.
490
753-3222.
Used Cars
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2
baths, 2 miles east of Murray. Hardwood and tiles 1965 CORVAIRE, $1200
floors, woodburning stove or best offer. 753-2581.
in den, carport & 2 car ga- 1968 CADILLAC convertirage. Priced in the $80's. ble. Runs, needs work.
For appointment to see, $1,200 obo. 492-8396, afcall 753-0444.
ter 5pm.

466
Acree9e
121:2 ACRES of wooded
and. Very private and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062.

For Sale

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
35 ACRES, mostly woods,
699Ib burley base in North
Calloway Co. Will sell all
or part. 759-2316, eves.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
460
Homo For Salo

-

3BR, 2 bath brick house
with brick storage building.
Newly refurbished/ redecorated, central h/a, vinyl
trim, deck. Great location1501 Story Ave. 753-1769.

144,say

; uy Any Individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Pro .ert !!

THE BEST OF THE BEST!!
AN EXTRAORDINARY LOCATION!
The Auction Will Be Held
At The Knights Of Columbus Hall
332 Squire Road - Murray
From The Property, Take Johnny Robertson kd.
South .5 Mile To Squire Rd., Proceed West .3 Mile!
At 1:00 P.M. - BE THERE!!
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Lots For Sale

CUTE starter home! 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, new
roof, vinyl siding. $29,000
obo.
436-5995
after
6:30pm.

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL -- 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Complete Formal lieur Headquarters

INSURANCE

Formal Wear
f)
.-0
ilr.EJ 11 and Limousine 1abpiJ

Lou V. McGary

41:Mie
Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
▪ Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
-.I- Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
▪ Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding
Court Square West
304 Main Street
Paris, TN 18242 Weddings, Proms Murray, KY 42( l7
642-5300
502, 753- 131*
and Banquets.

I David's Cleaning Services
Insured

Completely Mobile

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $760 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•121 Park `NI Sell

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc

121 By Pass
------t-

-=_:•.-.

753-3985 ?:,1-6
-G
2
-4siiiv
I
-4
z2i
z
Next To Hickory Log

• Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
75)0-4:00
1502) 753-1351

(Bubbles & Bark
Pet Grooming
502-489-2761

i

Does Your Policy Pay 100(-r
of the Deductibles?

61) ACFtIE.S.
In 13 Tracts & Combinations 1
Tract 1 - 4.2923 Acres • Tract 2 - 5.5890 Acres
Tract 3 - 2.1119 Acres • Tract 4 - 1.8961 Acres
Tract 5 - 1.4686 Acres • Tract 6 - 1.4440 Acres
Tract 7 - 4.3961 Acres • Tract 8 - 4.3268 Acres
Tract 9- 6.9654 Acres • Tract 10- 6.9531 Acres
Tract 11 - 6.9408 Acres • Tract 12 - 6.9385 Acres
Tract 13 - 6.9162 Acres
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2 BEDROOM, 2 bath, tamly room, garage, 4 miles
south 641. 492-8120.
2 BEDROOM, brick, nice
lot, 4 minutes west of
town. Natural gas, public
water,
central
h/a.
$69,900. Avialiable immediatly. 753-7724 or 7535303.

1-800-585-6033

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

1

411••

()

Your Ad Could
Be Here For

15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

Hand Wash/Wax (inside& out)
cars, trucks, utility
_17.50/45.00
mini-vans
'22.50/50.00
full size vehicles . ..... '27.50/5500

BUILDING on court square
Paris, TN. 2 story, 2,500
sq ft per floor. 759-4713.

stiMilitattalgOlta
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Feeds

EASTSIDE

l

•

2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo.
plus deposit. 753-8582.
2! 3BR house Coleman
RE. 759-4118
All Sizes Available
2BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
stove & refrigerated furnished, $450/mo No pets
CREEKVIEW
753-2905
2BR, stove, refrigerator. 8 Self-storage warehouses
miles southeast of Murray. on Center Drive behind
Deposit,
references. Shoney s $20-$40/mo
$250/mo. 492-8594.
759-4081
3BR house in Murray,
$375/mo plus deposit.
753-4509.
3BR, 1 bath, Panarama
Shores,
furnished
$375/mo with appliances
3br, 1 bath, 1006 Olive,
119 Main • 753-6266
$460/mo with appliances.
storage
4br, 2 bath, 625 Broad St. NORTHWOOD
$475/mo with appliances.
presently has units availaNo inside pets. Deposit & ble. 753-2905 or 753references required_ 762- 7536.
4483, 8am-4pm. 345-2748
after 5pm.
3BR, 1 bath, well insulated, central h/a, garage. CONVENIENT store, BBQ
$400/mo + deposit. Stove, Pit. Owner financing availrefrigerator, w/d hookup. able.
No pets_ Phone after 6pm
489-2372 or 489-2146.
502-489-2456.
OFFICE, shop, and car lot
FOR rent or sale: 2br
on 641 South Call
house with garage on 121
901-247-5619
south, 1 mile from city.
$350/mo. $350 deposit.
370
753-6444.
Prop,
For Ste

641 Storage

2BR in country with stove,
refrigerator, a/c. and storage building. Gas heat. No
pets. $250 plus deposit.
437-4386.
28R Mobile Home on Poplar Springs road. $275 on
a month to month basis.
Call A-Plus Realty
753-3100.
TROY mower trimmer, 2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
6hp, bought in 1997_ Sell- in Grogan's Trailer park.
ing due to health. Best of- Central h/a. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
fer. To see phone 7592BR, 641 North. $200/mo.
8669
753-5165.
3 BEDROOM $260/mo.
753-6012.
NEWLY refurnished mobile home in Murray on private lot. $225/mo rent,
WASHER & dryer set. $225 deposit. 753-7953.
NICE 14X70 2br, clean.
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663
641 South. 492-8488.
160
NICE 2br. 6 miles NorthHome Furnishings
east
of
Wal-Mart.
.2PC living room group $200/mo, $200 deposit.
Good references.
4.05/wk Call 753-4663
753-6012.
BEDROOM
group,
615/wk. Call 753-4663.
Vi
a Home Las For Rent
SELL. Buy, Consign pre- '
owned, good used furni1 2 ACRE lot, $100,mo
ture & accessories
753-6012
753-27'3?
CONCRETE
drive, securi190
lights,
ty
water,
trash p/u, 2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
•
Farm Equipment
$110 492-8488
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
2
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
210
2BR, central gas h/a, apFirewood
furnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
saiP Will
753-9898.
Various size suites
atso do tree work Call
apartment
at 703 S.
3BR
Plaza
Walnut
436-5014
4th St, good condition,
5th
N.
104
..11FIEWOOD,
delivered
new carpet, refrigerator &
474-9712
753-8302 or
stove fumished. $300/mo
753-9621
with $300 deposit. 1 year
Musical
lease. Call 436-2935 or
NOW RENTING
753-0839.
Offices of various sizes
tkNABE Consol Piano Cir
3BR,
central
h/a, low utilitor
Furnished
and prices.
^a 1952, Ebony finish. ex
ies, walk to campus. 2
unfurnished, paid utilities.
cteltent condition. $1,500
apartments available. Call
PROFESSIONAL
professionally appraised
753-8767 or 759-4696.
BUILDING
759-1367. 158 Ironwood
ATTRACTIVE unfurnished
415 S. 4th St.
Dr.; Murray
759-0633. 436-2856 eve- 1br, all electric. $265/mQ
260
rent, $265 deposit.
nings.
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
753-7953.
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
BUILDING
nooLK
sy,t•p rt,--tariv
RE. 759-4118.
FOR RENT
EXTRA nice 2br townat 214 N. 15th St. house. 820A Southwood.
All appliances plus washer
On Campus-MSU
& dryer. No pets. $460/mo
Call anytime at
lease & deposit. 435-4294.
12.X65 FOOT 2br. big pic753-61 1 1
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
texCe• window, glass sliding
central gas h/a, appliances
cr. Floors are good.
S2.750. 437-4465
OFFICE or store space in furnished, including w/d,
Southside Shopping Cen- $375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
112
bath.
Ex1.470 38R,
deposit, No pets.
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612
t!,?,6•ce 753-9866.
753-2905.
FLEETtEp:t80
1998
FURNISHED efficiency.
vybD. like new. Mus,
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
9e:e...For sale or rent.
FOR LEASE
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
759-3176
furnished,
Retail
Space
appliances
1 972 HALLMARK 24X52
washer & dryer hook-ups,
Available
'air condition. $1400.
low utilities. Near Aurora
Immediately
753-0159.
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
2.000 sq. ft. and
474-2774 or 354-8824.
MURRAY
MANOR
7,800 sq. ft.
1982 WINDSOR 14X70
APARTMENTS: Make it
3br, 2 full bath, c/h/a. Must
Bel-Air Center
your home! Great 1 or 2br
be moved_ All electric Call
Call 753-4751
apartments with great
753-5136
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
(502)753-8668.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal' NEW 1br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
cut to the inch the
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3Cali Metal Mall,
4br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU
Mayfield
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE
2br
apartment.
Northwood
Drive.
$435/mo. Call 759-9333_
NICE 2br apt. Mission Valley. 753-5731.

753-5726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL El
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER

&Supplies

Nausea fer Rent

I

Metal Roofing

1998

$156"
(13 tussle

minignunt)

pritury
, 21.

Barbara J. Barnett

Loretta Jobs Realtors

Sales Associate
Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Masters Cup Award Winner,
1996 & 1997
Gi na

303 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Business (502) 753-1498
Ext. 105
Business (502)753-1492
Residence (502) 753-0443
Mahon
Pager (502) 742-8273
Dollar
Club
S.1...r111." ',nod Ind

tz

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

Services Offered

Used Cars
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1968 CHEV Chevelle, 350
motor. Runs and drives
good. Solid body $2.200,
after
753-2448,
obo
6:30pm.
1982 TOYOTA Tercel,
$1.200, obo. 753-6098. after 5pm.
1989 CORVETTE Convertible. Burgundy w/camel
top, automatic, 52xxx
miles, new tires Mint
cond. Call Mike or Pete
759-1600 days.
1989 NEW Yorker, 7591265 after 5:30pm.
1990 FORD Tempo, loaded, excellent condition,
looks great! 759-1457.
1991 CAMRY, excellent
condition $4,750. Call 7536098 after 5pm.
1991 PONTIAC Grand
Pnx SE, loaded, low mileage, one owner. 753-6555
day, 753-7542 night.
1993 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GS, electric blue, loaded.
Call after 5pm, 753-4240.
1993 MUSTANG LX white,
AT, A/C, clean, no damage. $5,700. 354-9083.
1994 PONTIAC Grand
Am, V6, 2-door, dark
green, tinted windows,
power locks, new tires.
Great condition. 67,XXX
miles. Well kept. $8,000.
489-2753.
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4dr
green, automatic, a/c,
$4800. Call 759-4044.
Sentra
1995 NISSAN
GLE. 76,XXX miles, one
owner, 5sp, remote locks,
moonroof. 30+ gas mileage. $7,250.
753-4437

1968 CHEVROLET half
ton long bed $500
753-0159
1968 CHEVY truck, swb,
$1,200 obo. 492-8396, after 5pm.
1977 IHC 2 ton Flatbed
truck. 28f1, no hoist. $700.
382-2331.
1978 GMC P/U $1,000. V8, automatic. Call 7539892, day or 489-6133,
night.
1985 SCOTTSDALE short
bed Chevy. $2,100 obo.
753-0434
1989 B2200 MAZDA pickup. $1,200. 753-3403.
1993 Chevrolet Silverado,
short bed, extended cab
pick-up. Red, fully loaded,
excellent
condition.
70,XXX miles. 1 owner.
New Michelin tires. Call
435-4597.
1994 FORD 150 XLT has
most options including
electric for trailer brakes
chairs.
and
captains
28,XXX miles. 436-5365.
1994 FORD Ranger XL, 5
speed. H/A, radio, cassette, green with white topper. 71,XXX miles. $8,000.
753-7852 after 5pm.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 753495Ecafter 5pm.
1995 CHEVY extended
cab, 4X4. White, red interior, loaded with all options.
Days, 753-4563. Nights,
759-3366, ask for Mike.
1995 DODGE extended
cab, 4wd & 1991 Cutlass
Ciera. Call 753-7060.

1995 F-150 4X4, Eddie
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
Bauer, blue- gold, 45,XXX
53xxx miles, $7750.
miles, many extras, never
753-2479.
off road, must see to apFOR sale: 1995 Plymouth preciate. 1992 Honda
Neon. $6,000 obo. Call 250X, new engine, brakes,
767-0556, after 6pm
tires, $1,800. 489-2718
leave message.

Vans

1995 NISSAN King Cab
SE truck, excellent condi1992 GRAND Caravan LE tion, white, 4x4, V-6, sundual air, AM/FM cassette, roof, p/w, cruise, tilt, other
battery,
84,XXX options. 36xxx
new
Miles,
miles. $7,900. 753-8734.
$15,500. Call after 5pm
502-885-7596.
Used Trucks
1996 DODGE Ram Sport
4x4, nerf bars, towing
tires,
package,
new
54,XXX miles, nice truck.
753-4419 or 658-3218.

1997 F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab

Red & silver, runs
great, looks great, Is
great. Must sell
though. Call
759-9215 after 4
p.m. or leave
message.
Reasonably priced
for fully loaded,
fully safety
equipped truck.

oats & Motors
1990 CHAMPION bass
boat, 184" dual console,
excellent shape
436-2242
1996 SEADOO GSX, 110
hp, 80 hours, bought new
in 97, very fast and lots of
fun. 753-4419 or 6583218.
1997 YAMAHA Waverunner 1200 $3,000
492-6220

Th

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobllesonlIne.com.
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irs7ozenvdet
"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
I-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Remm.al
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Time to Build
Now is a Greatquality
s.,,• N% ant 10 ),oilr
II you are looking lor
building contractor. With him -prints & speciliea
wo can givo you a conlract price before vk
mart. If you art' undecided we work on a cost plo basis.
IlVe comply with all t he iien city building coderuction of 1,11,
We al-al specialitc
homos, largo or

'Bruce (7reen
141'i/ding
(502) 75,3-8_34,3

CUSTOM 10TC-HEM CAINNIETI
CUSTOM WOODWOOK1110
An

Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNOURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)

Services Mead

A-1 Tree Professionals.
Stump
removal, tree
spraying Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

LAMb brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
Raking, gutter
LEAF
cleaning and hauling. 436Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree 2102 ask for Joseph
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
spraying, leaf
raking,
Specializing in roofing &
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch remodels Free estimates
LICENSED & INSURED
All work guaranteed!
spreading, gutter cleaning_
489-6125
Licensed & insured. Full
No job too small!
line of equipment. Free esTree Trimml
Free Estimating
MONEY going out your
timates Tim Lamb,
Cleanup
24 Hr. Service
windows? Call the Window
436-5744,
Full Line of
ga Trimming
Doctor for a free energy
1-800-548-5262.
Equipment
Spraying
loss inspection 759-4599.
ADAM'S HOME
"Quality
ree
&
Stump
IMPROVEMENTS
Removal
Remodeling, Repairs. No
MORRIS Home
Job Too Small.
Improvement
492-6267, 759-5485.
All types home repair &
AFFORDABLE all around improvement. One call
hauling, junk clear-up, does it all. 759-4599.
cleaning out sheds, tree
PAINTING
work. 436-2867.
BLACK'S DECORATING
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
CENTER OF MURRAY
foundations, slabs, sideKENTUCKY, INC.
walks, driveways, buildResidential- Commercial
ings, remodeling, repairs,
Free Estimates
AGC certified. 435-4272.
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 beALL TYPES OF WORK
tween 7am & 5pm. Call
Landscaping,
hedges,
1
e
N
1
sari)
4t
01
4.
502-759-8609 after 5pm.
lawn sweeping, seeding
PAINTING
l
le
§
rti
and fertilizing.
Interior - Exterior.
Tree trimming, removal
• Small Building
• Interior
Free estimates. 437-4364.
clearing,
Brush, briar
PLUMBING
• Plumbing
• Exterior
bushhogging, sickle mowRepairs, fast service.
ing. Gutter cleaning with
• Remodeling • No Job To Small
436-5255.
screen installation, haulR & R Construction
• Vinyl Siding
• Roofing
ing. Message, 753-2092.
Additions, remodeling, viANTIQUE refinishing, fur- nyl siding, roofing, barn reniture repair & custom pairs, decks, replacement
woodworking. 753-8056.
windows. Free Estimates.
4362102 ask for Ben
APPLIANCE REPAIR
436-5370.
PROFESSIONAL
ROOF LEAKING?
DEPENDABLE.
Call a profe;sional. Resi502-767-9552.
dential, Commercial or InAPPLIANCE REPAIR
dustrial. 502-435-4645.
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
STOCKWELL METAL
years experience. BOBBY
ROOFING
HOPPER, 436-5848.
The 'best in imperial rib,
BACKHOE SERVICE
standing seam, stoneROY HILL. Septic system,
coated steel, & copper.
drive-ways, hauling, founBest deals December
dations, etc. 436-2113.
through February.
Please call Paul for
BASEMENTS & Homes.
753-6585.
Sub & General contractfree estimate at
SUPERIOR LEAF
ing. Insulated concrete
RAKING
forms (R32) StyroCrete
Hauling & odd jobs. 436builders. 502-436-2007 or
6032 or 436-2102, ask for
502-436-5264.
Ben
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
C&D Plumbing & Electric. BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
lem might not be if you don't force a
License# 4695. Office 753money issue. Understanding a co1252, home 753-5705,
helps motivate him. You can
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, worker
489-2918. We'll do busidone once you establish a
lot
get
a
Nov. 10, 1998:
ness for you!!
flourish when you look to
Ideas
plan.
CARPET cleaned by Cert. Expect only the best professionally the potential results. Talking helps.
often
be
You
will
Techs. Murray Carpet & and personally.
Tonight: Work late.
center stage, sometimes under a
Upholstery Cleaning.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
to
you
for
Others
look
microscope.
753-6300 anytime.
Whatyou want now could be in
answers and admire your strong ***
CARPET Cleaning
direct contrast with you will need in
responsibility.
But
your
sense
of
Emergency Water Removthe future. Recognize limits, and
al. Free Estimates. Satis- home life continues to be unpredictestablish a stronger rapport with a
fied
References. Call able, making you uneasy. If you are
one. You want to come to a
loved
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827. single, your love life spices up; you
better understanding over a money
CARPORTS for cars and might have an important choice to
matter. Discussions are animated.
trucks. Special sizes for make. If attached, you'll enjoy each
Tonight:
A late night.
motor home, boats, RVs other more than you have in many
S Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
IITARIU
SAG
and etc. Excellent protec- years. You add considerable zest to
ability
to detach emoYour
*****
tion, high quality, excellent your bond.In 1999,discussions about
picture makes
the
big
see
and
tionally
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
a deeper commitment become prevaGetting
now.
right
winner
a
you
CLEANING Service for lent. Help your significant other to
uptight or worrying about others'
real estate rentals & new be more positive.
opinions works against you, howconstruction. Also painting
& repair. 7590484.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day ever. A family member gives you
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; unusual support. Listen to him! ToCOLSON HOME REPAIR
night: Cruise the Internet.
Additions, garages, decks, 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
remodeling, vinyl siding.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
20Yrs experience.
***** Close relating brings forth
***** Some news drops into your
753-5592.
another point of view. Your willingCUSTOM bulldozing & lap. You can be shocked, or you can ness to open up talks marks your
backhoe work, septic sys- work with the information. Your decisions. Good will flows from you
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, intuition will serve you in dealings to others. Don't sell yourself short;
with a partner. New options abound.
Horace Sholar.
remain in control. Conversations are

SerVice

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

n ris7

Fast Dependable Service

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with tuii
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
VINYL & aluminum siding.
All kinds of construction &
home repairs. Also mobile
home repairs. 759-4401.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaran
teed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL clean and screen
gutters or trim your trees
Call David 436-5394.
WILL clean homes & offices after 5pm on weekdays or anytime Saturdays. Have references.
Call 753-8355 ask for Patsy or 436-5394.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18
inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30
753-0530.

(3)__

502-759-4979

HOROSCOPES

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DRYWALL Finishing, new
construction or remodeling. Larry Chrisman 4928742.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
ELECTRICIAN
Walter's Electncal Works.
No job too large or too
small. Call for all your
electrical needs. 15 years
experience. 436-5376.
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing,
yard
work,
proches & decks. Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500_
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted_ No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service. 437-3939.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048
L&J HOME BUILDERS
New construction. Remodling Electrical, vinyl siding.
Plumbing repair. Licensed
& Insured. 753-0353.
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Pressure builds; you'll need to make
sense of a problem. Tonight: Dance
away from responsibilities.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Stay anchored when a boss
adds to your problems once again.
Remaining calm is key; don't lose
grasp of your priorities in the face of
his pressure. A partner becomes demanding. Take control, and do what
you want. Tonight: In the limelight.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for someone,and
make it clear where you are coming
from. Avoid a misunderstanding by
being as direct as possible. Work
proves demanding;screen your calls.
Your endurance and stability enhance your professiojial status. Tonight: Work late, then join a friend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You need to spend some money
in order to make more. Loosen up,
and be direct with someone. A loved
one might inadvertently be pressuring you. He will appreciate it if you
set limits. Take an overview rather
than locking into a confrontation.
Tonight: Plan a winter vacation
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are in rare form when
with others. Let your fun, lively side
help you deal with a difficult associate. Not everyone needs to see things
your way. By letting go and not getting stuck, others can go with the
flow also. Let your creativity flourish. Tonight: Ask for what you want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Ask someone what is going
on,but use a quiet, passive approach.
Not everyone agrees with you, but
sorting through a problem is a must.
Partners have helpful suggestions.
Pressure intensifies. Understand
everyone's motivations, you/14ncluded. Tonight: Solid thinking.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** What appears as a prob-

lively,though in some way they could
be costly. Tonight: A party of two!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others let you know how
your unpredictability bugs them,and
someone thinks you are self-centered. But you are simply doing your
thing. A friend helps others see what
you want. You succeed when you
focus on goals. Pressure at work
intensifies. Tonight: With the gang.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Emphasize getting thejob done.
Trust opportunities, and stay on top
of chores. A co-worker lets you know
how much he enjoys working with
you. Don't get caught up in someone's
perspective. Check out rumors,then
make your own judgments.

AUDIO SPECIALIST
*We Install & Repair Automotive.
Home Theater, Whole House,
Commercial & Professional Audio
Equipment
•Whole House Audio Systems

Pievor,ro of New Homes Avadatve

*Authorized Dish Network
Home Satellite Systems
Guaranteed Best
Deals Around.

"When It Comes To
Sound...Don't Fool Around!"

Barry James
Audio & Electronics

759-0704

But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, selling,
finding contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

753-1916
Ledger & Times

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit., repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
or (800) 874-0256
247-9300
(502)

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

WANT ADS
WORK

M & T Painting

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

You know what they say.

"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time that's the truth

U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

860
Free Cams
FREE Commercial ice
cream freezer. Needs
compressor.
759-4492.
Can be seen at: 410 Main
Street, Murray.
FREE To Good Home: Female Cocker Spaniel,
spayed, approx. 61/2yrs
old. All shots. Not very
good with children.
753-0122.

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

000000000000000000
0 HOLLAND TIRE CO.
0
IP
0
0

4111

East Main •753-5606
General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

CO.1.
.
1c
,41ILAnT
0

cX,:.P 0
0
Open Saturdays Until Noon

410
000000000000000000

SPEEOHALL,
Begins at 6:30 p.m.

13110,
19p
staY

an

Night
Owl
SPEE:17,13ALL,
Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
/

Featortng nightly specials at $I per card Or 52 lor three SpeCal carry over 7 •
/
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served Kentocl+y Charitable Gamtng License *ORG000;5;4

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
r -F. *I studds. 16
0.C.
G. 7 1/16" Blandex
understding
H. Masonote. wood or vinyl siding

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 ft
0.C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
imbui=mn
Deluxe Modeii
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR(1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (241130)
PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

$3.525
$4.325
$4.625
$4.825
$5.425

1' CAR(1200)
2 CAR(1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24001

$4,025
S4 725
55 125
SS 2:5
55 925

t
Best Copy Available
6B
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uples
respect. would help mosi
clear the hurdle of sex after tiU
years old
DEAR DR GOTT: As a 95 year old DEAR DR GOTT: I am 52
widow. I qualify for your survey on and have my periods at irregular
what women over so think about con- intervals, usually about tour months
apart. Can I still become pregnant?
tinuing sexual relations.
DEAR READER You are entering
nature
by
set
time.
a
comes
There
at about 60 or so, to knock it off. Men menopause. Your ovaries are still procan't really do anything except act ducing eggs. but not on a monthly
like pests or over-amorous duds It's cycle. You can still become pregnant.
so you should practice contraception
over buddy!
you
60s.
your
enter
you
until you have not had a period for a
By the time
should have MAGNIFICENT memo- year. Most authorities believe that
ries of great sex. I have. This doesn't once a year has passed, you are infermean that you have to fumble and tile. Ask your gynecologist about this.
bumble because of a macho self- because this is only a rule of thumb.
image. Why do men have such a hard To give you related information. I
time figuring this out? They seem am sending you copies of my Health
unable to bow out gracefully. Does the Reports "Contraception: An Update"
woman always have to be the passive and "Menopause." Other readers who
and patient partner?
would like copies should send $2 for
DEAR READER: Since my last col- each report plus a long, selfumn on this bothersome subject. I addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
have received scores of letters from Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
women, both pro and con. At last York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
count, the mail ran about five to one the titles.
against continuing sexual activity
after menopause. Some of the stories
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
readers shared were poignant. others

By Peter H. Gott, NI.1).

DR. GOTT

described what could best be termed
gender insensitivity, still others
smacked of sexual abuse, I still don't
know how this issue can be resolved,
but one fact is clear: Those women
who enjoy sex into their 70s and 80s
actively and willingly participated in
sex at a younger age, had caring and
skillful partners. generally had their
sexual needs met and shared in the
decision about whether to have sex —
and, if so. what form the activity was
to take.
Clearly, many men retain sexual
urges into old age, even though their
abilities may diminish. Open and honest communication between partners.
coupled with mutual affection and

(_E;

A MESSAGE FROM THE U. S

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Choose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment.

Simple. Safe. Secure.
lo learn inure; visit anv bank, sa% ings

and loan, or credit union: Or ask your
Federal paying agency.

POSIT]
DIRECT
Simple. Safe. Secure.

WIC'MI tred, elf9

DEAR ABBY. I must respond to leave little to the imagination.
the letter from "Troubled Grand- Wake up, people! Our little girls
ma," who was appalled at her 7- need a chance to be little girls! This
year-old granddaughter's revealing means telling them "NO!" when
bathing suit. Lest you think Grand- they choose inappropriate clothing,
ma is hopelessly old-fashioned, my and refusing to buy from manufacdaughter is 911 am 301, and I think turers who are irresponsible.
I remember when I was young,
some of the clothes marketed for
girls are pretty shocking. Last sum- my mom said "NO!" to outfits that
mer, the style was teeny little tops were too sophisticated or revealing.
that exposed the navel and had I thank her for teaching me how to
spaghetti straps, worn with bell- dress with style and class. These
bottom hip-hugger jeans. The skirts decisions are taught by responsible
this year are minis and the shoes parents who have the guts to draw
the line with whiny children, media
are chunky with platforms.
My daughter plays with another and manufacturers who do not have
9-year-old whose mother bought her a clue (and could not care less)
huge platform shoes for the sum- about what makes a little girl bemer. Every time the girls would run come a self-confident, independent
out to play on the swing set, this woman.
STANDING TALL IN TEXAS
girl's ankle would turn and she
would fall off her shoes! I told my
DEAR STANDING TALL:
daughter not even to think of wearThank you for speaking out on
ing stuff like that.
I used to work the night shift for behalf of many like-minded
a courier service. My "run" took me parents. I hope the manufacinto Manhattan between the hours turers are listening, because
of 1 and 3 a.m. My husband, who what I'm hearing is there is
was my fiance at the time, was money to be made if someone
beside himself about my doing it, can come up with a sensible, as
but I needed the job.) During those well as appealing, clothing Line.
hours, prostitutes would openly Read on:
solicit on street corners — and guess
DEAR ABBY: Please tell "Trouwhat they were wearing? Teeny
tops with spaghetti straps, tight bled Grandma" that in March, the
new bathing suits will arrive in
jeans and platform shoes!
Kids need to be kids for a long department stores. She should buy
time. My daughter still has a her granddaughter the cutest ruf"blankie" she sleeps with, and she fled one-piece swimsuit she can
isn't ashamed of it. In my opinion, find, send it to her, and ask for a
girls should be concerned with skip- photo of the child wearing it. Perping rope, running in the sunshine, haps that will "cover" the problem!
swinging on swings and jumping in CHRISTINE L. ORMAN,DALLAS
leaf piles after their studies. Dressing them like women pushes them
to grow up too fast.
OLD-FASHIONED MOM,
TRUMBULL,CONN.
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED mon
When I ptinted the letter from
"Troubled Grandma," I did not
realize what a hot-button issue
children's fashions has become.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I would like to validate the feelings of "Troubled
Grandma." I'm the mother of a 5year-old girl and feel strongly about
this issue. It's very difficult to find
appropriate clothing for little girls,
especially swimwear. All the suits
are cut high at the leg; many have
see-through sides and backs that

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

CATHY
THE

FRom PARIS
uR--TRimmED ricKET.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

FROM MtLAN,
THE FUR-TRIMmED SwEATER.

FROM M,•I HOUSE,
IP
FROM LONDON
THE FUR-TRImMED DRESS. ' THE FUR-TRIMMED HUMAN.

DOWN, ELECTRA! I HMO
To 60 TO THE OFFICE!
COWS)! PLEASE!!

L_

TRIAT we GRANDPA oN THE PHONE
-'g3 &C1 Pr LI-M.E

WHEN YOU'VE
I DIDN'T 8Ay /14/00
I M IN GRADE I 3,MOti1.1 IF We
GooLoNT Go-I TUST PREPARED A GCOD
LIVED IN MANITOBA,I'D BE
DEFENSE if'S
SAV IT WAS A
IN UNIVERSITy ! I'D BE LIVu8E
HARD NoT
NIGHT
-K
WEE
Nip1A,
RIGHT
ING IN RESIDENCE
IT.
E
A WEEKNIGHT! --I'D BE ABLE To 60 ANYWHEF
AN' I WOULDN'T

I'M GOING DOWN TO
CLU6 30DA FOR
A wHiLE,oK?

NoW

HAVE lb ASK

1111 myooDy

GARFIELD
FIFTH,
SIXTH...

CUTE,

1 TV actress
Susan —
4 Intertwines
9 Follows Jan
12 Dined
13 Of an
electrically
charged
atom
14 Mauna —
15 Varnish
ingredient
17 Holy images
19 Church part
20 Very pale
21 Water pipe
23 Having dual
aspects
(hyph wd I
27 Word with
circle
29 Unknown,
for short
30 Roman 101
31 Tropical fruit
32 Lazybones
34 Enemy
35 South of AL

36 Biblical tribe
37 Young
salmon
39 Displaying
little
movement
42 War god
43 Religious
devotees
44 — — in a
poke
46 Kevin — of
"A Fish
Called
Wanda's
48 Stain
51 River island
52 Long for
54 By way of
55 Affirmative
56 Actress —
Black
57 N Y time

•
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DOWN
1 Light touch
2 Nice season
3 Longing (si )
4 Capital of
16

Is

2

;7

8

10

20 First-rate
(2 wds )
21 Irntates
22 It's — —
wind "
24 Strides
25 School (Fr)
26 Food
programs
28 Species of
pheasant
33 Platform
34 Grant pardon
36 Son of
38 Cripple
40 Single items
41 Cut in two
45 Hammer part
46 Letter of the
alphabet
47 Falsehood
48 Broad stripe
49 Kin to bro
50 Chapeau
53 Sun god

11

...

11111

iir,

.

9 Patterson of
boxing
10 Long period
of time
11 — relief
16 Author Grey
18 Take it on the

10

18

16

Ukraine
5 Musical
group of nine
6 Like (suff )
7 Palm lily
8 Cutting
implement
9

.
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I LIKE TO PAINT SUPER
I HATE
5EE7 MY SUPER
HEROES!
PAINTINa
ALL OVER
FLIES
HERO
S;
FLOWER
THE UNIVERSE!

THE
TEACHER
WON'T
LIKE IT

I CALL
HIM
"SUNFLOWER"

TODAY IN HISTORY

Famous Hand

•12

THE TEAL-HER
WERE SUPPOSED
TO BE PAINTING
FLOWERS

Earlie Scarbrough.
Fifty years ago
Billy Hurt, Anna Lou Steely,
Norma Jean Parks, Max Brandon,
Joe Pat Elkins, Violetta Vick, Jean
Vaughn, Jo Eva Weatherford, Edrick
Owen, Joe Davenport, Irvin Shrader, Faye Foster, Jane Hurt, and
Imogene Farris are members of
the cast of the play, "Dear Papa,"
presented by Senior Class of Hazel
High School Nov. 6.
Sue Futrell and John Corbin were
married Oct. 31 at the home of
the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Futrell.
Eastside Homemakers Club held
a Halloween potluck party at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parker.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 9, the
313th day of 1998. There are 52
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
bid three spades,
have
could
South
On Nov. 9, 1938, Nazis lootWest dealer.
which North would surely have ed and burned synagogues as well
Both sides vulnerable.
raised to four.
NORTH
South was understandably re- as Jewish-owned stores and housJ 632
luctant to make a stronger bid than es in Germany and Austria in what
V A 1082
three diamonds because he had became known as Kristallnacht.
• A 1062
minimum values and thought it
On this date:
+3
he could make a game
unlikely
EAST
In 1872, fire destroyed nearly
WEST
opposite a partner who had passed a thousand buildings in Boston.
275
•K 10 9
originally. In the actual case,
VKJ73
✓ 954
In 1918, Germany's Kaiser WilSouth's judgment turned out to be
•J
•9 8 3
helm II announced he would abdi4•AKQJ72 wrong,since four spades could not cate.
+ 10986
be defeated. At the second table,
SOUTH
bidding by an Italian pair went:
the
In 1953, author-poet Dylan
4
4. A Q 8
North East South
West
Thomas died in New York at age
✓ Q6
Dble
1 4.
Pass
Pass
• K Q 75 4
39.
2•
Dble
2+
Pass
+54
In 1963, twin disasters struck
3
Pass
3•
3+
The bidding:
as some 450 miners were
Japan
4•
Pass
4+
Pass
West North East South
in a coal-dust explosion,
killed
42
Pass
2•
2
Pass
Pass
people died in a train
160
and
The American West led a club
3•
Pass
3
Pass
crash.
returned
East
to East's king, and
4•
Pass
In 1970, former French presithe jack of diamonds to dummy's
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
led a low trump dent Charles De Gaulle died at
now
Declarer
ace.
1975
the
in
occurred
deal
This
and would have gone age 79.
World Team Championship played from dummy
he finessed.
had
one
down
In 1989, communist East GerUnited
the
When
.
in Bermuda
of an impend- many threw open its borders, allowfearful
,
Instead
cards
States held the North-South
he went up with ing citizens to travel freely to the
in its match against Italy, the bid- ing diamond ruff,
a low trump,
returned
and
ace
the
West; joyous Germans danced atop
ding went as shown.
was no way to
there
which
after
for
s
diamond
four
made
South
Berlin Wall.
the
South lost only a
a score of 130 points, but failed to stop the contract.
Ten years ago: Former Attorhis
and
club,
a
and
get to an excellent game contract spade, a heart
produced a net ney General John N. Mitchell. a
in spades. Instead of bidding three score of620 points
major figure in the Watergate scanpoints.
490
of
diamonds on the second round, gain to Italy
dal, died in Washington at age 75.
Tomorrow: Keep your eyes open.
One year ago: A Boeing 707
© 1998 King Features Syndicate, Inc
jetliner carrying First Lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton was forced to
return to Andrews Air Force Base
outside Washington after a sensor
CROSSWORDS
indicated an engine fire, which
turned out to he a false alarm.

1

PEANUTS

Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wood James,
is now serving with a mechanized
unit in the 25th Infantry Division
of the U.S. Army near Tay Ninh.
South Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Williams,
1y.
18
Oct. 2
years ago
T. Garland, seaman apprentice,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.G.
Garland, Rt. I, Hazel, is serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier,
USS Ranger, operating out of
Alameda, Calif.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Miller, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Lawrence,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Elder, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Ten years ago
In the General Election George
Bush was elected president and
Dan Quayle vice president of the
United States; Carroll Hubbard as
congressman from the first district; Robert McDaniel, T.C. Hargrove, and Rick Murdock as members of Calloway County School
Board; Sid Easley and Sally Alexander as members of Murray Independent Board of Education. Also
voters of Kentucky passed the Lottery Amendment.
Births reported include a girl
to Angela and Timothy Belcher,
and a boy to Bruce and Kathy Crowell, Nov. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum were
married 50 years Nov. 7.
Twenty years ago
In the General Election Walter
Huddleston was elected state senator; Carroll Hubbard as congressman from the first district; Tom
Rushing, Don Henry, and Bill
Adams Jr. as members of Murray
Independent Board of Education:
Walter Byars and Jerry (Red) Overbey as member of Calloway County School Board.
In football games, Murray High
School Tigers beat Todd County
35 to 14 at Elkton, and Murray
State University Racers beat Austin
Peay 23 to 17 at Clarksville, Tenn.
Thirty years ago
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company announced that on Nov.
4 the 2,000,000th unit built in the
local plant was produced. The plant
started operation here in late 1945.
Pfc, Joseph F. James, son of
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RATES
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$49.
$59
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Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
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